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INTRODUCTION

Diamond crystallization ages are essential information for science and industry, leading to an understanding of how, why, and where diamonds form in Earth and how best to find them. Such knowledge is of prime importance for constraining the source and mobility of volatile-rich diamond-forming fluids in the mantle and the nature of the geodynamic processes that release these fluids.
Geochronology using radiogenic isotopes relies on the differential partitioning of parent and daughter elements into different phases, including minerals and melts, and determining the time elapsed after parent–daughter fractionation and closure of the system. However, the purity of monocrystalline diamond presents a fundamental problem: the diamonds themselves have such low abundances of the elements of interest that precise and accurate age determinations are precluded. Therefore, dating the formation of diamond has to rely on dating its inclusions, an effort which started nearly 50 years ago and since then has undergone a profound evolution. The reliance on inclusions to obtain diamond ages is predicated on the hypothesis that the encapsulating diamond prevents further isotopic exchange between the mineral inclusion and the surrounding mantle.

In the 1970s, sulfides were the first inclusions for which age determinations were attempted using Pb isotopes (Welke et al. 1974; Kramers 1979). Due to low U–Th content, only Pb–Pb model ages are obtainable for sulfides. Diamonds from the Finsch and Kimberley kimberlites (Kaapvaal craton, South Africa) gave Pb–Pb model ages in excess of 2 Ga, much older than their Cretaceous host kimberlites. Even though the analytical data were subject to large blank corrections, as well as uncertainties in mantle Pb growth curves, these results provided some of the first evidence that diamonds are xenocrysts in the host kimberlite (Kramers 1979).

Richardson et al. (1984) produced ~3.3 Ga Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr model ages on composites of harzburgitic garnet inclusions from Kimberley and Finsch diamonds. In addition to proving that diamonds occur as xenocrysts in kimberlite, these results also clearly indicated that diamonds are billions of years old and established a Paleoarchean age for the continental lithospheric mantle sources for the diamonds.

Richardson and co-authors subsequently provided age constraints for many diamond suites from South Africa, Botswana, Australia, and Russia (e.g., Richardson 1986; Richardson et al. 1990, 1993; Richardson and Harris 1997). At the time of Richardson’s Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr work, single grains of garnet or clinopyroxene from gem-quality monocrystalline diamonds needed to be grouped together with other similar grains—each broken from its own diamond host—in order to obtain sufficient Sm, Nd, Rb, and Sr to generate a signal on the mass spectrometer. This problem appeared to have been overcome in the late 1980s, when Burgess et al. (1989) and Phillips et al. (1989) reported $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages for single clinopyroxene inclusions in diamonds from the Premier kimberlite (Cullinan Mine) in South Africa. However, subsequent work revealed unforeseen Ar redistribution problems with the approach used at the time, which has limited wider application of the technique (Burgess et al. 2004). Nevertheless, the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method has proved useful for detrital diamond provenance studies (Phillips et al. 2004, 2018; Laiginhas et al. 2009).

In the mid-1990s, the analytical methods developed for Re–Os on whole-rock samples (e.g., Shirey and Walker 1998) were miniaturized and modified so that single sulfide inclusions (typically between 2 and 10 μg but also larger) could be analyzed, obviating the need to use composites (Pearson et al. 1998b; Pearson and Shirey 1999). Since the initial Re–Os study on Koffiefontein (Kaapvaal craton) sulfide-bearing diamonds (Pearson et al. 1998b), Re–Os has become the most widely used chronometer for determining diamond ages world-wide (e.g., Richardson et al. 2001; Westerlund et al. 2006; Richardson and Shirey 2008; Aulbach et al. 2009a,c, 2018; Smit et al. 2010, 2016; Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013; Gress et al. 2021a,b). The recent advent in mass spectrometry of $10^{13}$ Ohm feedback resistors in Faraday cup current amplifiers, resulting in more sensitive detectors (Koornneef et al. 2014), has made it possible to measure the isotopes of Sm, Nd, Rb, and Sr at the extremely low amounts in which they occur in single garnet and clinopyroxene inclusions. This technique has been applied to inclusions in diamond from Botswana and South Africa (Koornneef et al. 2017; Timmerman et al. 2017; Gress et al. 2021a, b, c), affording the clearer detection of multiple diamond-forming events within a given mantle region, in particular when used in conjunction with Re–Os dating.
A new method that shows promise in this evolving field is the dating of fluid-rich fibrous diamonds using the U–Th/He isotope system (Timmerman et al. 2019c; Weiss et al. 2021). Fluid-rich microinclusions contain sufficient $^{235,238}$U and $^{232}$Th that decay over time to $^4$He. Where mineral inclusions are used to date monocrystalline gem-quality diamonds, fluid inclusions can be used to date fibrous diamonds and give important constraints on whether they formed contemporaneously or in separate events.

In the 35 ensuing years since the Richardson et al. (1984) study, the ages of diamonds from almost every significant diamond-producing locality have been determined from their mineral inclusions. This allows viewing diamond formation less as an isolated event in the mantle under each mine, and more in the geological context of global tectonothermal events, such as the supercontinent cycle.

In this chapter we describe the radioisotope systems used for diamond geochronology and the principles on which they are based. Different approaches to using mineral inclusions for age constraints have different implications regarding accuracy and equilibration between diamond-forming fluids, the inclusions themselves and their host lithologies. Practical considerations of determining and interpreting diamond ages, including sources of uncertainty, the relationship of the dated inclusions to their host diamond, other (e.g., non-geochronological) evidence for ancient diamond ages, and a practical formalism for diamond ages are reviewed. A final discussion of terranes where diamond ages have been applied to constraining the geological evolution of continents illustrates one of the reasons why diamond ages are important.

**DATING PRINCIPLES AND GLOSSARY**

**Terminology**

Since the production of the first radiometric ages (Rutherford 1905) geologists have debated the significance of the event being ‘dated’ by geochronology. All geochronology comes down to accurately determining the time of parent–daughter fractionation. The geological meaning of this fractionation often leads to multiple interpretations and disagreements.

Diamonds are typically dated to understand the time of crystallization: when carbon atoms in a fluid or melt took the form of a diamond crystal lattice. Dating the crystallization age of diamond is one of the most significant challenges in geochronology, and a practice that has generated much debate in the geological literature (e.g., Pidgeon 1989; Richardson 1989; Navon 1999; Pearson and Shirley 1999).

Dating diamond is difficult because the diamond lattice itself cannot be directly dated. There are several reasons for this. Despite being composed of nearly pure carbon, the ages of the vast majority of diamonds are older than the time-span accessible to $^{14}$C dating (~50 k.y.). Radioactive trace elements with much slower decaying radionuclides such as K, Rb, Sm, Re, and U do not substitute directly into the diamond lattice itself, but may instead be hosted in fluid and mineral inclusions (e.g., Weiss et al. 2022, this volume; Stachel et al. 2022a, this volume).

Even though fluid inclusions hold promise for radiometric dating, the radioisotopes of interest are often present in such low abundances in gem diamonds that precise isotopic measurement is precluded (e.g., McNeill et al. 2009; Melton et al. 2012; Krebs et al. 2019; Timmerman et al. 2019a). When present in higher concentrations in fibrous or fluid-rich diamonds, these radioisotopes may show complex isotopic systematics that are not always conducive to absolute age determination (Klein-BenDavid et al. 2010, 2014). Recently, however, fibrous fluid-rich diamonds have been successfully dated with U–Th/He systematics (Timmerman et al. 2019c; Weiss et al. 2021).
Mineral inclusions trapped inside diamond during growth are most frequently used for radiogenic isotope analyses. These inclusions are rare in gem-quality diamonds and often tiny—less than 100 µm. The geological events that give the least ambiguous dates involve the crystallization of a mineral at high enough temperatures to reset any pre-existing chronological information and chemically homogenize the isotopic system being considered. This is followed by very rapid cooling, to 'freeze in' the element distribution created at the time of crystallization, allowing the geochronometer to be 'set'. The challenge of determining the time of diamond crystallization can be well illustrated by considering some of the assumptions underlying the various types of radiometric age calculations.

To assist the non-specialist reader in understanding the differences, advantages and disadvantages in these calculations, we provide some definitions of the various terms used, prior to the main discussion. These ideas will be amplified with examples given through consideration of the different dating techniques.

**Decay constant and half-life.** The decay constant ($\lambda$) can be thought of as the probability that a given nuclide will decay over some specified period of time, usually expressed in units of time$^{-1}$. The decay constant ($\lambda$) for $^{187}$Re is given as:

$$\lambda = 1.6689 \pm 0.0031 \times 10^{-11} \text{ a}^{-1}$$  (Selby et al. 2007)

where a = year

The term 'half-life' ($t_{1/2}$) is slightly more tangible because it is given in units of years (for geological systems) and is expressed as the time taken for the original number of parent atoms to decrease by half. Re-arrangement of the standard equation for radioactive decay leads to the relationship between the half-life and the decay constant being given as:

$$t_{1/2} = \frac{0.693}{\lambda}.$$

**Parent–daughter ratio.** The ratio of the unstable radioactive 'parent' nuclide to the stable 'daughter' nuclide produced by radioactive decay, e.g., $^{187}$Re to $^{187}$Os, $^{147}$Sm to $^{143}$Nd.

**Common.** All the stable isotopes of an element, including the pre-existing daughter isotope, that are inherited at the time the isotopic system is closed. Radioactive decay adds new atoms of the daughter isotope to the 'common' or extant isotopes of the element. In K–Ar geochronology this is equivalent to 'extraneous' (includes excess and inherited) Ar.

**Isotopic system closure.** The time at which atomic diffusion of parent or daughter isotope effectively ceases, at the sample-scale being considered, e.g., at the micron-scale of the lattice of a given mineral, or at the mineral-to-mineral scale of a rock. In the case of a single mineral trapped in a diamond it can be argued that 'closure' of the system occurs when diamond encloses an inclusion and isolates it from isotopic exchange with its surroundings, because the diamond lattice prevents any measurable diffusional exchange with the components of the entrapped mineral. In such a case, isotopic closure can be argued to reflect the 'date of diamond crystallization'.

If, however, the daughter nuclide is a gas ($^{40}$K–$^{40}$Ar or U–Th–$^{4}$He decay) or a highly incompatible element in the mineral lattice (e.g., Pb produced from the decay of U in zircon or rutile), the daughter nuclide may diffuse to the interface between the diamond and the inclusion over million-to-billion-year residency at mantle temperatures. In these cases, failure to analyze the whole system—the gas liberated on releasing the inclusion from the diamond or the fluid film at the inclusion-diamond interface—will yield an erroneous time since diamond crystallization.

**Initial isotopic ratio.** The isotopic ratio of the daughter element, e.g., $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os, existing at the time of system equilibration and closure by igneous or metamorphic mineral crystallization. Subsequent accumulation of the daughter isotope by radioactive decay
produces a new, more radiogenic isotopic ratio compared to the initial isotopic ratio. In the case of mineral inclusions in diamond, this is the isotopic ratio of Sr, Nd or Os, that the inclusion possessed at the time of diamond encapsulation. This ratio can be calculated from the age of diamond formation, the measured isotopic composition of the daughter element and the parent/daughter isotopic ratio.

**Types of ages—what is being dated and what is in a name?**

Prior to an assessment of accuracy and precision, the most important consideration about any geological age is an understanding of what event is being dated. In the context of diamond geochronology, the resulting age may reflect any, or a combination of:

i. the instant of diamond crystallization, or the time of percolation of diamond-forming fluids into the host mantle,

ii. cooling of the diamond and its dated inclusion to a certain temperature after diamond formation,

iii. crystallization of a ‘protogenetic’ mineral now included in diamond, prior to its encapsulation in the diamond,

iv. mixing of geochemical signatures of different fluid and solid components that are mobilized during the events that cause diamond formation.

Below we will consider the main types of geological ages employed in diamond dating studies. For a more complete explanation of the principles involved, the reader is referred to Reiners et al. (2018).

**Model ages.** A model age traces the time of divergence of the isotopic evolution of a system (rock or mineral) from an assumed reference reservoir—e.g., the primitive mantle or mantle with a chondritic composition—due to a change or fractionation of the parent–daughter isotope ratio in response to a geological event such as partial melting. For example, a Re–Os model age will give the time of separation from a primitive or depleted mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB)-like mantle source, in other words, the time of initial melt formation. This is because Re is ‘mildly’ incompatible and partitioned into the basaltic melt during mantle melting, whereas Os is ‘strongly’ compatible and remains in the residue.

Model ages often do not reflect the time of diamond formation; and in the simplest case reflect the time that the isotopic evolution of the mineral diverged from a given reservoir. For example, model ages obtained for lithospheric mineral inclusions would reflect separation of the source mantle from the convecting asthenospheric mantle. In many cases that is likely to be the time of cratonic lithospheric mantle formation because of the accompanying, extensive parent/daughter fractionation. In the case of a peridotitic garnet inclusion in a diamond, its Nd isotope model age is a calculation of the length of time required for the garnet to develop its measured Nd isotopic composition (at its measured Sm/Nd ratio) with two main assumptions:

1. that it was derived from a stated reference mantle source, and
2. there was a single stage evolution. More complex two-stage model ages are possible but are rarely used in diamond dating studies.

The two options for a reference mantle reservoir are usually a mantle with time-averaged Sm–Nd isotopic characteristics similar to the parent–daughter ratio of chondritic meteorites—a \( T_{\text{CHUR}} \) model age—or a mantle source slightly depleted in melt components—a \( T_{\text{DM}} \) model age. In effect, the calculation estimates the intersection of the time-integrated Nd isotope evolution of the sample, with that of the chosen reference reservoir. The resulting ‘model age’, in the case of peridotitic garnet, may estimate the time of melt depletion or metasomatic enrichment of the garnet-bearing source, if it occurred close to the time of melt depletion. A third assumption is involved if we relate either of these events to the simultaneous crystallization of the host diamond.
In reality, many model ages integrate the *time-averaged effects* of multiple events, including any significant pre-history of an inclusion, where it inherits some isotopic evolution different from the assumed host reservoir before the diamond-entrapment event. Model ages must be treated with caution due to these underlying assumptions and the problems caused by possible protogenetic inclusions with significant prior histories, though the reader is referred to the recent discussion of these issues by Pamato et al. (2021) and the sections below.

Most sulfides take in very large amounts of *common* Os from their environment that becomes integrated with the *radiogenic* Os. Most mantle sulfides (and inclusions in diamonds) have experienced significant pre-history, and in the case of eclogitic source rocks, acquired radiogenic Os between formation of the oceanic crustal protolith and diamond formation during or after subduction. Even if such a pre-existing sulfide is later isotopically ‘reset’ during diamond crystallization, retention of a radiogenic initial isotopic ratio and possible loss of Re from the sulfide at the time of resetting will lead to a model age calculation that will *not reflect* the diamond crystallization age when calculated with reference to a model evolution curve for the primitive or depleted mantle.

The most robust model or absolute ages are given by systems where a particular mineral may have little or almost no pre-existing radiogenic or *common* daughter isotope. This is generally the case with U–Pb ages acquired from zircon. It is also the case where the mineral is old enough with such an elevated parent–daughter isotopic ratio, such as some sulfides with extremely high Re/Os, that its evolution relative to the assumed reference reservoir has a very steep slope. In such cases, very little uncertainty results from the nature of the assumed parent reservoir. Conversely, great caution must be given to model ages in systems where the isotopic evolution of a sample diverges only slightly from its assumed parent reservoir (i.e., where the parent–daughter fractionation is subtle), because the very similar parent–daughter isotope ratios lead to little divergence of the sample from the parent reservoir and large uncertainties depending on the choice of reference reservoir (e.g., mantle that is chondritic, depleted, or enriched).

*Isochron ages.* Isochrons are graphical constructs that rely on the cogenetic relationship between a whole rock and its mineral constituents, a suite of different rocks or, in the case of diamond geochronology, mineral inclusions. The conventional diagrams plot the parent/daughter isotope ratio of the system on the *x*-axis and the daughter isotope ratio on the *y*-axis (Fig. 1). A suite of minerals all derived from the same rock—or geologic event generated in a larger mantle region with the same initial isotope ratio—will evolve to produce linear relationships whose slope is proportional to the time since the system was homogenized. Isotopic homogenization is attained or approached, typically above the closure temperature of...
the isotopic system of interest, especially if aided by a fluid or melt. The isotopic evolution of these mineral systems is then isolated by cooling of a hot rock to below the closure temperature, where inter-mineral diffusive equilibrium effectively ceases. The displacement of the different samples along the line is a positive correlation with their parent–daughter isotope ratio.

Isochrons require analyses of at least two samples to define a straight line, and more than two samples are highly preferred. Isochron ages are preferred over model ages, though they too require certain assumptions to be met for ages to be valid. Isochron ages also require careful interpretation, especially when the scatter in the data exceeds that expected from analytical uncertainties alone. For instance, a key requirement for the isochron approach is that all samples should start out with the same initial isotopic ratio so that they develop statistically significant linearity required of a ‘true’ isochron relationship. This is rare enough in diamond dating that the term ‘linear data array’ is used, which more accurately reflects the evident geological scatter.

For diamond inclusion dating, the attainment of initial isotopic ‘equilibrium’ or uniformity is probably the single most difficult assumption to satisfy. Unlike a rock outcrop, we do not know the spatial relationship of the diamonds and their inclusions to each other in the mantle. We have to use additional data such as diamond internal structure (growth zones), inclusion chemistry and nitrogen aggregation systematics in the diamonds to relate different diamonds to each other. Even with these criteria, it is likely that one of the largest sources of uncertainty in diamond inclusion isochron dating is within ‘over-dispersed’ datasets. This is where the uncertainties are dominated by the fact that inclusions from different diamonds may not have identical initial ratios during diamond formation, and only partial isotopic equilibration was achieved (Fig. 2).

Multiple inclusions within the same diamond growth zone are more likely to have the same initial ratio than even multiple inclusions from different growth zones within the same diamond (e.g., Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013). In the case of protogenetic inclusions, high melt/fluid–rock ratios during diamond formation should help to homogenize the isotopic ratio of the system, but any remaining variation will make a contribution to the statistical scatter and resulting uncertainty on the isochron regression.

Despite these caveats and challenges, many of which reflect natural mineralogical variability of samples beyond the control of the analyst, it is still possible to recover valuable age information from the isochron arrays defined by diamond inclusion suites. Geologically significant ages can be obtained as long as inclusions from the same diamond formation event are regressed together, as illustrated by the various examples dealt with in the remainder of this chapter.

![Figure 2. Illustrative isochron diagrams at 90 and 99% chemical diffusive equilibration. With increasing isotopic equilibration, the statistical quality of the isochron increases (see better alignment of datapoints with the isochron in b) because of closer adherence to a ‘uniform initial ratio’ required to produce a statistically perfect isochron. Modified from Pamato et al. (2021).](image-url)
$^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$

The possibility of dating diamonds using the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ laser probe technique was first investigated by Burgess et al. (1989) and Phillips et al. (1989). The ability to analyze single inclusions represented a major advance at the time compared to Rb–Sr and Sm–Nd analyses (e.g., Richardson et al. 1984; Richardson 1986), which required composites of several tens to hundreds of inclusions to achieve reasonable age precision.

**Principles.** The $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ dating method is a variant of the K-Ar technique and is based on the natural decay of $^{40}\text{K}$ to $^{40}\text{Ar}$, with a half-life of 1250 m.y. (McDougall and Harrison 1999 and references therein). In the case of the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method, the parent $^{40}\text{K}$ isotopic content is determined indirectly with the stable isotope $^{39}\text{K}$ converted to $^{39}\text{Ar}$ by neutron irradiation in a nuclear reactor. The $^{40}\text{Ar}^*/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ratio is then proportional to age, when calculated relative to one or more co-irradiated neutron fluence monitors (reference minerals) of known age. Here, $^{40}\text{Ar}^*$ refers to radiogenic $^{40}\text{Ar}$ produced from $^{40}\text{K}$ decay. As the atmosphere contains 0.93% Ar (by volume), most rock/mineral samples include some proportion of atmospheric Ar adsorbed on mineral surfaces or contained within the crystal lattice. Atmospheric Ar has a measured $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{36}\text{Ar}$ ratio of 298.56 ± 0.31 (Lee et al. 2006), and measurement of $^{36}\text{Ar}$ can be used to correct $^{40}\text{Ar}_{\text{total}}$ for (assumed) atmospheric Ar contamination. The assumption of an initial atmospheric $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{36}\text{Ar}$ ratio can be tested using standard isochron plots, or, more typically, $^{36}\text{Ar}/^{40}\text{Ar}$ vs. $^{39}\text{Ar}/^{40}\text{Ar}$ correlation diagrams. If a mineral contains common argon with a composition above the atmospheric ratio, the additional $^{40}\text{Ar}$ is termed extraneous (excess or inherited) argon. The age of a sample is then given by the age equation:

$$t_{\text{unk}} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \ln \left( F \times J_{\text{ref}} + 1 \right)$$

where unk = unknown;

$\lambda = 5.543 \times 10^{-10}$ yr$^{-1}$ (Steiger and Jäger 1977);

$F = ^{40}\text{Ar}^*/^{39}\text{Ar}$;

$J_{\text{ref}}$ = reference mineral (or fluence monitor);

$J = J$-value:

$$J = \frac{\left( e^{\lambda t_{\text{ref}}} - 1 \right)}{F_{\text{ref}}}$$

Commonly used reference minerals include the Fish Canyon Tuff sanidine (FCTs = 28.201 Ma; Kuiper et al. 2008), Alder Creek Rhyolite sanidine (ACRs = 1.816 Ma; Niespolo et al. 2017) and Mt Dromedary biotite (GA1550 = 99.125 Ma; Phillips et al. 2017). The irradiation process also produces so-called interfering isotopes such as $^{40}\text{Ar}$ from K and $^{36}\text{Ar} + ^{39}\text{Ar}$ from Ca. Correction for these interfering isotopes is accomplished by analyzing co-irradiated, zero-age K-glasses and/or salts (e.g., CaF$_2$, K$_2$SO$_4$, KCl).

Argon is a noble gas, and its retention in a mineral lattice is a function of temperature, grain size (or more accurately diffusion dimension) and cooling rate. Typical closure (or blocking) temperatures for key K-bearing minerals are ~300 °C in biotite, ~400 °C in muscovite and ~550 °C in hornblende (McDougall and Harrison 1999 and references therein). As the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method has a lower closure temperature than most of the other methods described herein, it is used for both geochronology and thermochronology (McDougall and Harrison 1999 and references therein).
**Inclusion types.** The $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method is applicable to K-bearing minerals. Common K-bearing phases such as micas and feldspars are rare or absent as inclusions in diamonds. However, many clinopyroxene inclusions of both eclogitic (omphacite) and peridotitic (Cr-diopside) parageneses, contain small quantities of K, typically ~1000 ppm, with percent levels of potassium (~1.5 wt%) reported for some inclusions (Harlow and Veblen 1991; Harlow 1997). Elevated potassium levels have also been reported for eclogitic garnet inclusions from Orapa diamonds (Burgess et al. 1989, 2004). Clinopyroxene inclusions of eclogitic paragenesis are generally more abundant than the peridotitic Cr-diopside inclusions (Stachel and Harris 2008), but both types have been the target of $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ dating studies. Bulanova et al. (2004) identified inclusions of yimengite [K(Cr,Ti,Mg,Fe,Al)$_{12}$O$_{19}$], a rare potassium magnetoplumbite mineral, in a diamond from the Sese kimberlite (Zimbabwe). Thus, other relatively K-rich mineral inclusions may be suitable candidates for $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ dating.

**Practical applications.** Initial attempts to determine diamond ages using $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ laser probe methods involved analyses of eclogitic clinopyroxene inclusions from Cullinan (formerly Premier) Mine diamonds, which had been cleaved to expose the inclusions (Burgess et al. 1989; Phillips et al. 1989). The two studies yielded analogous average ages of 1198 ± 28 Ma (2σ) (Phillips et al. 1989) and 1185 ± 95 Ma (2σ) (Burgess et al. 1989), respectively—indistinguishable from the eruption age of the Premier kimberlite (~1.2 Ga; Kramers and Smith 1983). Prior to this, Richardson (1986) determined a Sm–Nd age of 1150 ± 60 Ma, for pooled eclogitic inclusions from Cullinan diamonds and the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages were therefore interpreted as the time of diamond formation.

However, subsequent $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ analyses of similarly (partially) exposed clinopyroxene and garnet inclusions in diamonds from Orapa, Jwaneng (Botswana), Udachnaya (Russia) and Argyle (Australia), revealed unexpected complexities with this experimental approach, with most ages intermediate between the kimberlite eruption event and Sm–Nd (and later Re–Os) diamond formation ages (Richardson et al. 1990; Burgess et al. 1992). The favored explanation for this behavior was diffusion of pre-eruption radiogenic Ar ($^{40}\text{Ar}^*$) to the diamond/inclusion interface region during mantle residence, with partial to complete loss of this component when the diamond was cleaved to expose the inclusion (Burgess et al. 1992). Step-heating $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ analyses of clinopyroxene inclusions extracted from their host diamonds produced similar age results, but with lower temperature steps yielding older apparent ages than the fusion steps (with minor exceptions) (Phillips et al. 2004; Phillips and Harris 2008). The ‘intermediate’ age results were attributed to partial Ar diffusion to the diamond/inclusion interface and defect structures in the clinopyroxene inclusions; this process is discussed in more detail in the section on ‘Diffusion of elements from inclusion to inclusion-diamond interface’.

The $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ dating of exposed or partially exposed inclusions produces only minimum estimates of diamond formation ages. To determine diamond genesis ages, Burgess et al. (1992) suggested laser drilling to encapsulated inclusions within diamonds, to recover radiogenic Ar located in both the diamond/inclusion interface and the clinopyroxene inclusion. The difficulty with this approach is that diamond becomes opaque (black) in response to neutron irradiation, which makes locating buried inclusions a non-trivial issue. To address this issue, Burgess et al. (1994) ground and polished selected diamond faces to within ~0.5 mm of the inclusion and marked inclusion positions using laser spots. Using this method, Burgess et al. (1994) and Bulanova et al. (2004) reported $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages for clinopyroxene-bearing diamonds from the Venetia kimberlite and yimengite-bearing diamond from the Sese kimberlite, respectively. Burgess et al. (2004) also attempted to laser-drill garnet- and clinopyroxene-bearing diamonds from the Orapa kimberlite but were unsuccessful as the inclusions were too deeply buried. Instead, these authors carried out furnace step-heating analyses of the Orapa diamonds, which released Ar in two pulses, one corresponding to Ar release from melting of the inclusion and decrepitation of the diamond (1200–1800 °C) and the second during diamond graphitization.
(>2000 °C). Some of the Venetia and Sese diamonds produced ages approaching the time of host kimberlite eruption (Bulanova et al. 2004; Burgess et al. 2004), possibly due to decrepitation of the polished surface prior to analysis (Bulanova et al. 2004). However, three Orapa diamonds yielded ages of ~1.0 Ga, similar to previous Sm–Nd diamond formation ages (Richardson et al. 1990), with other Orapa ages possibly supporting Re–Os ages of ~2.9 Ga (Shirey et al. 1999). One Venetia inclusion-bearing diamond gave an unrealistically old age of ~4.6 Ga, suggesting that at least some diamonds may contain excess Ar. Clearly, further studies involving laser drilling and/or furnace step-heating are required to investigate the utility of the $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar method for dating diamond formation events.

Despite the challenges in dating diamond formation events, the observation that exposed inclusions often give ages approaching the times of host kimberlite eruption highlighted the possibility of constraining the provenance of detrital diamond deposits (Burgess et al. 1997; Phillips et al. 2004, 2017; Phillips and Harris 2008, 2009; Laiginhas et al. 2009). This rather unique application of the $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar method is documented in more detail in the section below on provenance studies of detrital diamond deposits.

U–Th/He

The potential of the U–Th/He method for dating minerals was first recognized by Strutt (1905), and only much later applied to dating diamonds (Kurz et al. 1987). Through in vacuo crushing and step-heating experiments, Kurz et al. (1987) showed that monocrystalline diamonds had limited variation in $^3$He but large variation in $^4$He, even within individual diamonds from Orapa. This variability could not be explained by alpha implantation alone, but was probably caused by differences in U–Th and/or $^4$He concentrations in different diamond growth zones. With assumptions about the U–Th content, Kurz et al. (1987) estimated that monocrystalline Orapa diamonds were at least 500 Ma old, thereby showing that U–Th/He isotopes have potential for dating diamonds, and confirming earlier studies that diamonds are much older than the kimberlite (Kramers 1979; Richardson et al. 1984).

**Principles.** The U–Th/He dating system is based on the decay of radioactive isotopes where $^4$He atoms are created by capturing two electrons by $\alpha$-particles. Most of the $^4$He on Earth is formed by decay of U and Th ($^4$He from longer-lived decays such as $^{147}$Sm $\rightarrow^{143}$Nd, is of lesser importance in diamonds, because only single $\alpha$-particles are produced per decay):

\[
\begin{align*}
^{238}\text{U} & \rightarrow^{206}\text{Pb} + 8\alpha \\
^{235}\text{U} & \rightarrow^{207}\text{Pb} + 7\alpha \\
^{232}\text{Th} & \rightarrow^{208}\text{Pb} + 6\alpha
\end{align*}
\]

Alpha-particles from U and Th decay are formed in a decay chain via several intermediate radionuclides. The intermediate radionuclides with relatively long half-lives ($^{231}$Pa, $^{234}$U, $^{238}$Th) can be fractionated from $^{235}$U and $^{238}$U, caused by differences in chemical properties of the various elements (e.g., Th, U, Pa), resulting in an imbalance called secular disequilibrium. This can occur during crystallization/partial melting and is important for many minerals when the crystallization period of a mineral is shorter than ~5 $\times$ the half-life of the intermediate daughter nuclide (e.g., Farley 2002).

Secular disequilibrium is negligible for dating fluid inclusions in fibrous diamonds for two main reasons:

1. trace elements (U, Th) are primarily located in fluid inclusions in diamond (Timmerman et al. 2019; Krebs et al. 2019) and there is likely no fractionation between the diamond-forming fluid and encapsulated fluid inclusions;
2. after 5 $\times$ the longest half-life ($^{234}$U: 5 $\times = 1.23$ million years) any initial disequilibrium returns to a secular equilibrium (Bourdon et al. 2003) and all studied fibrous diamonds and their fluid inclusions are significantly older than 1.23 million years.
Therefore, the total radiogenic \( ^4\text{He} \) (including the usually negligible \( ^{147}\text{Sm} \) decay for completeness) is defined as:

\[
^4\text{He} = 8 \times 238\text{U} \left( e^{3.238t} - 1 \right) + 7 \times 235\text{U} \left( e^{3.235t} - 1 \right) + 6 \times 232\text{Th} \left( e^{3.232t} - 1 \right) + 1 \times ^{147}\text{Sm} \left( e^{3.147t} - 1 \right)
\]

where:

\[
\lambda_{238} = 1.55125 \times 10^{-10} \text{ yr}^{-1} \\
\lambda_{235} = 9.8485 \times 10^{-10} \text{ yr}^{-1} \\
\lambda_{232} = 4.9475 \times 10^{-11} \text{ yr}^{-1} \\
\lambda_{147} = 6.54 \times 10^{-12} \text{ yr}^{-1}
\]

This equation can be iteratively solved for time using the software package HelioPlot (Vermeesch 2010), which is also incorporated into IsoPlotR (Vermeesch 2018).

Formation of \( ^4\text{He} \) by radioactive decay of \( ^{147}\text{Sm} \) is negligible and \( ^{235}\text{U} \) can be expressed as \( ^{238}\text{U}/137.88 \) at present-day. Therefore, \( ^4\text{He} \) production can be approximated by a simplified formula (see supplementary information in Timmerman et al. 2019c for derivation). Because diamond-forming fluids often contain ‘common’ \( ^4\text{He} \), \( ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th} \) ages are considered to be maximum ages unless a ‘common’ \( ^4\text{He} \) correction is made. This issue can potentially be solved when cogenetic samples form an isochron array, or by using the measured stable \( ^{3}\text{He} \) concentration and assuming an initial \( ^4\text{He}/^{3}\text{He} \) ratio.

\[
\frac{^4\text{He}}{^{3}\text{He}} = t \left( 1.29 e^{-9} ^{238}\text{U} + 2.97 e^{-10} ^{232}\text{Th} \right)
\]

The closure temperature of the \( ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th}/^{4}\text{He} \) system varies for different minerals, it is one of the lowest closure temperatures of all radiogenic systems, with temperatures of \( \sim 100 \) °C for apatite (Lippolt et al. 1994; Wolf et al. 1996; Warnock et al. 1997) and \( \sim 600 \) °C for garnet (Dunai and Roselieb 1996). Although diamond is formed above the \( ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th}/^{4}\text{He} \) closure temperature, diffusion rates for \( ^4\text{He} \) (\( ^4\text{He} > ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th} \)) in diamond are extremely slow: \( \pm 4 \times 10^{-21} \) cm\(^2\)/s (Shelkov et al. 1998) to \( 1.8 \times 10^{-19} \) cm\(^2\)/s (Weiss et al. 2021). Due to these slow diffusion rates in diamond, the \( ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th}/^{4}\text{He} \) system is effectively closed in diamond, and makes it an ideal mineral for \( ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th}/^{4}\text{He} \) dating.

One of the limiting factors in \( ^{238}\text{U}/^{235}\text{Th}/^{4}\text{He} \) dating applications of diamonds is the ability to precisely and accurately measure the low \( ^{238}\text{U} \), \( ^{235}\text{Th} \) abundances in diamonds. The lack of diamond reference materials hampers the ability to assess the accuracy of direct laser ablation measurements of diamonds. Induced neutron activation techniques have been used (e.g., Schrauder et al. 1996) but this approach renders the diamond unusable for noble gas measurements. The application of the method has been considerably helped by the advent of the ‘off-line’ laser ablation ICP-MS measurement approach that allows pre-concentration of analytes to orders of magnitude higher than possible using conventional laser ablation ICP-MS approaches (McNeill et al. 2009; Klein-BenDavid et al. 2010).

**Inclusion types.** Polycrystalline and fibrous diamonds have significantly higher concentrations of trace elements and noble gases compared to monocrystalline gem-quality diamonds. This difference is thought to be due to the fact that fibrous diamonds contain abundant fluid inclusions (Navon et al. 1988; Weiss et al. 2022, this volume), suggesting that trace elements and noble gases are primarily located in these fluid inclusions rather than in the diamond lattice itself. Because the abundances of \( ^{238}\text{U} \), \( ^{235}\text{Th} \) are in the ppt range for monocrystalline gem-quality diamonds (McNeill et al. 2009; Krebs et al. 2019; Timmerman et al. 2019a), the accuracy and precision of these measurements is likely to remain one of the largest sources
of uncertainty in U–Th/He age determination of gem diamonds. This currently limits the U–Th/He method to ‘fluid-rich’ fibrous diamonds with higher U–Th concentrations (Fig. 3).

Polycrystalline diamonds—such as carbonado and framesite—have much smaller crystal sizes (generally smaller than 100 µm) and in such small diamonds, diffusion of He and implantation of $^4$He from the host rock needs to be taken into consideration (Ozima et al. 1991). Furthermore, polycrystalline diamonds have abundant mineral inclusions and He is unlikely to be released from mineral inclusions during crushing, resulting in lower apparent ages (Burgess et al. 1998).

**Practical applications.** Despite the recognition in the 1980s that the U–Th/He method may be useful for dating diamonds (Kurz et al. 1987), it was not until 1998 that the first diamonds were analyzed for both U and He (Burgess et al. 1998). In these early studies He was released by crushing diamond in a vacuum (Burgess et al. 1998, 2009). Larger fragments that remained after crushing were irradiated and analyzed for U ($^{134}$Xe$_{U}$) using an extended Ar(–Kr–Xe) step-heating method (Burgess et al. 1998) or analyzed for U and Th by neutron activation (Schrauder et al. 1996).

Early He isotope studies on diamonds showed the importance of cosmogenic $^3$He accumulation in alluvial diamonds residing near Earth’s surface for long periods. Cosmogenic $^3$He near the outside of the rough diamond (Honda et al. 1987; Lal 1989) adds to nucleogenic $^3$He that accumulates through the neutron bombardment of Li ($^6$Li(n,α$^3$He) (Honda et al. 1987; Kurz et al. 1987). It was also recognized that the outer ~30 µm of a diamond crystal are affected by implanted $^4$He from U–Th decay of minerals in host rock for the diamond (Shelkov et al. 1998; Fig. 4).

---

**Figure 3.** ‘Box and whisker’ plots of the U and Th contents in fibrous fluid-rich diamonds compared to monocrystalline gem-quality and near-gem diamonds. Because the abundances of U and Th are prohibitively low in monocrystalline gem-quality diamonds, the U–Th/He method is limited to fibrous diamonds that have higher U–Th concentrations. Plotted using the data compilation in Weiss et al. (2022b).
Based on fragment sizes, modeling, vacuum crushing and step heating of fibrous diamonds, it was recognized that crushing is not an efficient way to extract all He from the diamond (releasing 4–20% of the total He), resulting in an underestimation of the age (Timmerman et al. 2019c). This is because α particles ejected from fluid/mineral inclusions can diffuse over a distance of a few μm and may accumulate within the diamond lattice, depending on how long the diamond resides in the mantle. The effects of α-ejection distance from fluid inclusions (12 μm) and He release from mineral inclusions (14–15 μm) were modeled and, in the case of two diamonds from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), α-ejection and/or fluid inclusion abundance were shown to be more important factors for He accumulation than α-implantation near the diamond surface (Fig. 4; Timmerman et al. 2019c).

The first U–Th/He dating study on fibrous diamonds (Timmerman et al. 2019c) assumed a closed system with negligible He diffusion \((D = 4 \times 10^{-21} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}; \text{ Shelkov et al. 1994})\), which provided a minimum age. Recently, the upper limit of He diffusion was estimated based on U, Th, and He contents of measured diamonds, an assumed initial R/Ra and a major craton stabilization age of 2.6 Ga and gives an upper diffusion rate of \(1.8 \times 10^{-19} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}\) (Weiss et al. 2021). Taking He diffusion into account gave an upper age limit, and showed saline high density fluid (HDF)-bearing diamonds from Finsch and the Kimberley mines (also known as ‘De Beers Pool’) are within error of kimberlite eruption ages (Weiss et al. 2021). On the other hand, silicic and carbonatitic HDF-bearing diamonds from Congo (Timmerman et al. 2019c), Finsch and Kimberley (Weiss et al. 2021) are significantly older than kimberlite eruption, with the oldest carbonatitic metasomatic event occurring between 0.75 and 2.6 Ga (Weiss et al. 2021). These age results show that not all fibrous diamonds formed shortly before kimberlite eruption, as was previously suggested from consideration of their N aggregation systematics and the similarity of their Sr isotope and trace element signatures to kimberlitic melts (e.g., Smith et al. 2012 and references therein).

Major improvements in our understanding of He evolution in the continental lithospheric mantle are still required to provide more accurate initial ratio constraints and model ages, though data are becoming available (e.g., Timmerman 2018; Timmerman et al. 2019b; Pernet-Fisher et al. 2019; Broadley et al. 2021). Corrections for initial trapped \(^{4}\text{He}\) using the measured amount of nucleogenic \(^{21}\text{Ne}\) and the mantle \(^{21}\text{Ne}/^{4}\text{He}\) production ratio are possible and require evaluation. The influence of micro mineral inclusions and the relative release of mantle and radiogenic He during crushing versus heating also need further investigation.

Figure 4. Processes influencing the \(^{4}\text{He}\) budget in diamond. This includes α-implantation into diamond from the host rock and α-ejection from diamonds and its fluid inclusions. Fluid and mineral inclusions are not to scale. Implantation and ejection distances are average values. Modified from Timmerman et al. (2019c).
U–Pb and Pb–Pb

The earliest studies aimed at dating inclusion-bearing diamonds began in the 1970s and focused on the U–Th–Pb isotope system in sulfides. Early analyses needed large numbers of inclusions due to the high procedural blanks at the time, and also suffered from large uncertainties in the mantle growth curve for Pb. It was another two decades before in situ techniques enabled further work on the Pb–Pb model ages.

**Principles.** The U–Th–Pb system encompasses three separate chronometers based on the decay chains of the long-lived parent isotopes $^{238}$U, $^{235}$U and $^{232}$Th, which terminate in daughter isotopes $^{206}$Pb, $^{207}$Pb and $^{208}$Pb respectively. Natural Pb has three stable radiogenically derived isotopes and only one stable non-radiogenic isotope $^{204}$Pb. The latter is by far the least abundant Pb isotope, typically ≤1.4% of common Pb. The U and Th decays (see equations above) produce three equations of the same form that can be used to determine an age:

\[
^{206}\text{Pb} = ^{238}\text{U} \left( e^{\lambda_{238}t} - 1 \right) \text{ where } \lambda_{238} = 1.55125 \times 10^{-10} \text{ yr}^{-1}
\]

\[
^{207}\text{Pb} = ^{235}\text{U} \left( e^{\lambda_{235}t} - 1 \right) \text{ where } \lambda_{235} = 9.8485 \times 10^{-10} \text{ yr}^{-1}
\]

\[
^{208}\text{Pb} = ^{232}\text{Th} \left( e^{\lambda_{232}t} - 1 \right) \text{ where } \lambda_{232} = 4.9475 \times 10^{-11} \text{ yr}^{-1}
\]

One of the key advantages of this system is that the two U–Pb age equations can be combined into a Pb–Pb equation whereby U is eliminated as a variable. In this equation, the (present-day) $^{235}\text{U}/^{238}\text{U}$ term is assumed to be constant, although we now know it is not exactly constant. In principle only the Pb isotopic composition of a sample needs to be measured to obtain a $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ age:

\[
\left( \frac{^{207}\text{Pb}}{^{206}\text{Pb}} \right)_{p} = \frac{1}{137.88} \left[ \frac{\left( e^{\lambda_{235}t} - 1 \right)}{\left( e^{\lambda_{232}t} - 1 \right)} \right]
\]

In practice, both U and Pb concentrations are normally measured in order to compare U–Pb and Pb–Pb ages as a check on closed system behavior. This can be illustrated on a U–Pb Concordia diagram (Wetherill 1956) where the Concordia curve represents the locus of points of equal $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ and $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{235}\text{U}$ ages. For a concordant mineral sample, the $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ age is the most precise and accurate of such absolute age determinations because any analytical errors in measurement of the U/Pb ratio have been eliminated.

This approach is ideal for mineral inclusions in diamond such as zircon (Kinny and Meyer 1994) and perovskite (Hamilton et al. 2003) that carry significant amounts of U and Th but largely exclude Pb at the time of crystallization. CaSiO$_3$/CaTiO$_3$ polymorphs (Bulanova et al. 2010), and rutile inclusions in diamond (Schmitt et al. 2019) have also been analyzed, however, the occurrence of these phases as inclusions in diamond is extremely rare.

Sulfides and clinopyroxene are the most commonly encountered inclusion in diamonds that contain measurable Pb. Because sulfides do not incorporate U and Th but, only Pb–Pb ages are obtainable, based on an expansion of the radiogenic $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ term in the Pb–Pb equation to include initial or common Pb:

\[
\left[ \frac{^{207}\text{Pb}}{^{206}\text{Pb}} \right]_{p} \left[ \frac{^{207}\text{Pb}}{^{206}\text{Pb}} \right]_{i} = \frac{1}{137.88} \left[ \frac{\left( e^{\lambda_{235}t} - 1 \right)}{\left( e^{\lambda_{232}t} - 1 \right)} \right]
\]

where subscripts p and i refer to present and initial isotope ratios respectively.
There is no certain way of establishing the prevailing (initial) Pb isotope ratios for mantle sources from which the sulfide inclusions are derived. Theoretical mantle growth curves therefore need to be constructed for plausible values of $^{238}\text{U}/^{204}\text{Pb}$ ($\mu$) and Th/U ($\kappa$) from which Pb–Pb model ages can then be determined. Such growth curves can be single-stage or multi-stage and lead to model age uncertainty just from the choice of growth curve alone. Alternatively, where an array of data can be regressed, for multiple inclusions, secondary Pb–Pb isochrons could be used to establish ages. No such datasets are currently available as sulfides are typically analyzed for Re–Os isotopes and the Re–Os separation chemistry (Pearson et al. 1998b) is not easily adapted for low-blank Pb isotope measurement, though in theory it could be achieved.

A variety of instrumental techniques are available for making U–Th–Pb isotope measurements. In order of development, they are isotope dilution thermal ionization mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [or Sensitive High Resolution Ion MicroProbe (SHRIMP)] and laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). Of these, ID-TIMS is the most precise and accurate absolute dating technique but requires inclusion dissolution, chemical separation of U (Th) and Pb, and different instrumental protocols for each element. Conversely, SIMS/SHRIMP and LA-ICP-MS are in situ techniques requiring matrix-matched standards to be run in parallel with samples. The latter techniques are therefore less precise and accurate but do offer greater spatial resolution within individual sectioned inclusions.

**Inclusion types.** The U–Th–Pb dating technique is applicable to two main categories of inclusions. The more useful but least abundant type are silicate and oxide minerals that incorporate lithophile U and Th and exclude (initial or common) Pb. These are minerals such as zircon ($\text{ZrSiO}_4$), perovskite ($\text{CaTiO}_3$), breyite ($\text{Ca}_3\text{Si}_3\text{O}_9$), the Ca-TiSiO$_3$ phases, and rutile ($\text{TiO}_2$), in which $\text{U}^{4+}$ and $\text{Th}^{4+}$ substitute for $\text{Zr}^{4+}$ and $\text{Ti}^{4+}$. The less useful but most abundant type are sulfide minerals that incorporate substantial chalcophile Pb but exclude (parent) U and Th. These are various forms of monosulfide solid solution and its exsolution products, principally pyrrhotite ($\text{Fe}_{1-x}\text{S}$), pentlandite ([Fe,Ni]$_9$S$_8$) and chalcopyrite ($\text{CuFeS}_2$) in which $\text{Pb}^{2+}$ readily substitutes for $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ and $\text{Cu}^{2+}$. Sulfide inclusions of both peridotitic (high Ni, Os) and eclogitic (low Ni, Os) parageneses have been recognized. However, a robust division of peridotitic sulfides into harzburgitic versus lherzolitic types remains elusive. Lead contents of sulfide inclusions from global localities measured by SHRIMP range from < 1 ppm to 1,500 ppm (Eldridge et al. 1991; Rudnick et al. 1993). Eclogitic sulfides were found to have the lowest and peridotitic sulfides the highest Pb concentrations but with considerable overlap at the low abundance end (Eldridge et al. 1991; Rudnick et al. 1993). The latter observation is borne out by other Re–Os studies of sulfide inclusions. For example, sulfide inclusion Pb concentrations measured by ID-TIMS for three eclogitic diamonds from Cullinan (Richardson and Shirey 2008) and two diamonds, one eclogitic and one peridotitic, from Letseng (Shirey and Richardson 2011) were indistinguishable from total procedural blank (10 pg).

**Practical applications.** In the earliest work, Welke et al. (1974) investigated a single composite of ‘black’ sulfide inclusions from the ~1153 Ma old Premier kimberlite (Cullinan Mine, South Africa). The mixed diamond composite containing inclusions of unknown paragenesis was burnt to produce an inclusion residue for U–Pb analysis by ID-TIMS. Unfortunately, the analytical data were subject to large blank corrections in addition to uncertainties in model mantle growth curves but the data suggested an age for the sulfides of around 1.5 Ga. Subsequently, Kramers (1979) extended this approach to similar ‘black’ sulfide inclusion composites from Cullinan, Finsch and the four mines in Kimberley—Bultfontein, De Beers, Dutoitspan, Wesselton—sometimes collectively referred to as ‘De Beers Pool’. The data for Cullinan yielded a Pb–Pb model age closer to the 1153 Ma kimberlite emplacement age based on mantle Pb growth curves in favor at the time (Cumming and Richards 1975;
Stacey and Kramers (1975). In contrast, the Finsch and Kimberley data gave significantly older Pb–Pb model ages in excess of 2 Ga for diamonds from Cretaceous kimberlites. These results provided some of the first solid evidence that the diamonds were ancient and thus xenocrysts in the host kimberlite (Kramers 1979).

It took another two decades before the advent of in situ techniques enabled further work on the Pb–Pb model ages of sulfide inclusions in diamonds. In the early 1990s, the then novel SHRIMP at Australian National University (ANU) was used to investigate individual sulfide inclusions from a range of African and Siberian kimberlite localities (Eldridge et al. 1991; Rudnick et al. 1993; Hamilton et al. 1997). While the sulfide inclusions in these studies could be assigned to eclogitic and peridotitic parageneses based on Ni and Pb contents and in some cases coexisting minerals, the limitations of Pb–Pb model age interpretation became increasingly apparent. This problem was particularly clear for eclogitic sulfides with more radiogenic Pb isotopic compositions that gave anomalously young (relative to kimberlite emplacement) or future model ages. On the other hand, peridotitic sulfides varied in age between young and much older ages up to a maximum of 2.5 Ga.

Unfortunately, mantle Pb growth curves suffer from complex assumptions that limit their geochronological utility. Despite these limitations, the global set of Pb–Pb model ages for sulfide inclusions reported by Eldridge et al. (1991) and Rudnick et al. (1993) indicated that eclogitic diamonds are generally younger than peridotitic diamonds (for a more detailed review, see Pearson and Shirey 1999). Note, however, that there is considerable overlap between eclogitic and peridotitic sulfide-inclusion bearing diamond ages at the young end of the published Pb–Pb model age spectrum (Eldridge et al. 1991; Rudnick et al. 1993; Hamilton et al. 1997; Pearson and Shirey 1999) suggesting that ‘young’ (i.e., non-Archean) peridotitic sulfide inclusion-bearing diamonds from Cretaceous kimberlites such as Koffiefontein and Finsch may be lherzolitic rather than harzburgitic (Shirey and Richardson 2011; Harvey et al. 2016). For example, the Finsch kimberlite carries diamondiferous lherzolite xenoliths in addition to (disaggregated) harzburgitic diamond host rocks (Shee et al. 1982).

In situ U–Pb dating using ion microprobe techniques (SIMS/SHRIMP) has been applied to silicate and oxide inclusion minerals such as zircon, perovskite and rutile with some success. However, the abundance of these accessory minerals as inclusions in diamonds is extremely low. So far only one zircon inclusion in a small diamond from the Mbuji Mayi kimberlite in the DRC has been successfully dated using the SHRIMP instrument (Kinny and Meyer 1994). The zircon yielded a $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ age of 628 ± 12 Ma, based on the average of three spot analyses, as compared to a late Cretaceous kimberlite emplacement age of 70 ± 1 Ma (Schärer et al. 1997). Surprisingly, U, Th and Pb concentrations in the center of the crystal were found to vary by a factor of two (U = 360–660 ppm; Th = 250–560 ppm; Pb = 40–80 ppm) suggesting little internal redistribution of U and Th or loss of Pb (Kinny and Meyer 1994). However, the possibility that radiogenic Pb could have been partially lost by diffusion to the inclusion–diamond interface could not be entirely discounted and remains an issue to be addressed in future studies (Kinny and Meyer 1994; Pearson and Shirey 1999). Furthermore, the absence of any other inclusion phases in this diamond meant that little could be said about its paragenetic association and conditions of formation beyond speculating that the inclusion was eclogitic (Kinny and Meyer 1994) and the host diamond was most likely of continental lithospheric origin.

In a similar one-off study using the SHRIMP II instrument at the Geological Survey of Canada, a perovskite inclusion in a diamond from the Sytykanskaya kimberlite (Siberia) was investigated by Hamilton et al. (2003). Five spot analyses showed a twofold range of U (70–130 ppm) and Th (1,200–2,900 ppm) concentrations. Mean $^{206}\text{Pb}/^{238}\text{U}$ and $^{208}\text{Pb}/^{232}\text{Th}$ ages of around 350 ± 20 Ma were obtained, well within error of the 344 Ma host kimberlite age (Davis et al. 1980). The same small diamond was reported to carry olivine and chromite inclusions consistent with a peridotitic paragenesis but further work is needed to verify
the syngenetic versus epigenetic nature of this perovskite inclusion (Hamilton et al. 2003). However, the perovskite-structured phase goldschmidtite (KNbO$_3$) has been reported as an unaltered inclusion in a diamond from Koffiefontein, South Africa (Meyer et al. 2019) indicating that such minerals can be syngenetic.

Within a broader study of some 20 sublithospheric diamonds from the Collier-4 kimberlite in the Juina district, Brazil, one CaTi-perovskite + breyite inclusion was dated using the Cameca IMS1270 ion microprobe at Edinburgh University (Bulanova et al. 2010). The inclusion yielded a relatively well-constrained $^{206}$Pb/$^{238}$U age of 101 ± 7 Ma (Bulanova et al. 2010) within error of the kimberlite emplacement age of 93 ± 2 Ma (Heaman et al. 1998). This is the first absolute age for a sublithospheric diamond with an inferred oceanic crustal protolith (Bulanova et al. 2010) subducted beneath the Amazonian craton in Cretaceous time (Harte and Richardson 2012).

A suite of rare rutile inclusions in eclogitic diamonds from the Mir kimberlite, Siberia, were dated using the Cameca IMS1270 ion microprobe at the University of California, Los Angeles (Schmitt et al. 2019). Rutile inclusions with the highest U concentrations (up to 23 ppm) yielded a mean U–Pb concordia age of 375 ± 7 Ma for 19 spot analyses. This age is slightly older than U–Pb ages of 362–357 Ma for Mir zircon megacrysts (Davis et al. 1980; Spetsius et al. 2002) but within the published range (376–346 Ma) for regional kimberlite magmatism (Kjarsgaard et al. 2022, this volume). It also differs substantially from Re–Os isochron ages of 0.9 and 2.1 Ga for eclogitic and lherzolitic sulfide inclusion-bearing diamonds from Mir (Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013). Schmitt et al. (2019) offer four possible scenarios to explain this difference. While their preferred interpretation is that the rutile U–Pb age is a valid diamond crystallization age, they do allow the possibility of diffusive Pb loss whereby incompatible radiogenic Pb could accumulate at the inclusion-diamond interface (see Fig. 9C in Schmitt et al. 2019). If correct, the latter interpretation would be consistent with the recent identification of hydrous-silicic fluid films (which could harbor radiogenic Pb and other cations) around silicate and oxide mineral inclusions in gem diamonds from global sources (Nimis et al. 2016).

**Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr**

Dating inclusion-bearing diamonds using the combined Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr isotope systems first became feasible in the early 1980s. It was around this time that elucidation of the oceanic mantle array and bulk earth evolution curve (Allègre et al. 1979; DePaolo and Wasserburg 1979; Jacobsen and Wasserburg 1980) allowed for sensible interpretation of the correlated Nd and Sr isotopic signatures of kimberlite-borne mantle xenoliths and xenocrysts. Both Nd and Sr tend to reside in the same mantle minerals (garnet and clinopyroxene) and can be analyzed in the same samples using sequential ion exchange column chemical separation and mass spectrometric techniques. Furthermore, Sm, Nd, Rb and Sr are all variably incompatible elements and their geochemical behavior and relative partitioning between different silicate phases is well understood.

**Principles.** The Rb–Sr dating technique is based on β decay of $^{87}$Rb to $^{87}$Sr with a long half-life (50 b.y). Given strong fractionation of Rb from Sr during various igneous differentiation processes, Sr isotope ratios can increase quite rapidly in phases with high Rb/Sr:

$$
\left(\frac{87}{86} \text{Sr}\right)_p = \left(\frac{87}{86} \text{Sr}\right)_i \left(1 + \frac{\lambda_{87}}{\lambda_{86}} \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\lambda_{86}}\right) - 1\right)
$$

where

$\lambda_{87} = 1.42 \times 10^{-11}$ yr$^{-1}$ (conventional value; Steiger and Jäger 1977),

$1.397 \times 10^{-11}$ yr$^{-1}$ (refined experimental value; Rotenberg et al. 2012),

and subscripts p and i refer to present and initial isotope ratios, respectively.
Rubidium is an alkali element, highly mobile in aqueous fluids, and has only two isotopes ($^{85}\text{Rb}$, $^{87}\text{Rb}$), making it difficult to correct for instrumental mass fractionation. The high abundances of Rb that are typical of crustal environments relative to the mantle mean that great care must be taken to guard against secondary, laboratory-origin contaminants or natural Rb enhancement due to secondary alteration (e.g., via cracks in the diamond). Conversely, Sr is an alkaline earth element that is less mobile in aqueous fluids. Strontium has four isotopes ($^{84}\text{Sr}$, $^{86}\text{Sr}$, $^{87}\text{Sr}$, $^{88}\text{Sr}$), providing separate reference isotope ratios for mass fractionation correction ($^{86}\text{Sr}/^{88}\text{Sr}$) and isotope dilution ($^{84}\text{Sr}/^{88}\text{Sr}$). The precision of Rb–Sr age determinations is thus ultimately constrained by how well intrinsic Rb concentrations can be measured.

The Sm–Nd dating technique is based on the $\alpha$-decay of $^{147}\text{Sm}$ to $^{143}\text{Nd}$, which has a very long half-life of 106 billion years. Combined with minimal fractionation of Sm from the geochemically similar Nd, neodymium isotope ratios tend to increase very slowly over time:

$$\left( \frac{^{143}\text{Nd}}{^{144}\text{Nd}} \right)_{p} = \left( \frac{^{143}\text{Nd}}{^{144}\text{Nd}} \right)_{i} + \left( \frac{^{147}\text{Sm}}{^{144}\text{Nd}} \right) (e^{\lambda_{147}t} - 1)$$

where $\lambda_{147} = 6.54 \times 10^{-12}$ yr$^{-1}$ and subscripts $p$ and $i$ refer to present and initial isotope ratios, respectively.

Samarium and Nd are both rare earth elements (REE) that are much less mobile in aqueous fluids than Rb or Sr. Both Sm and Nd have seven isotopes that are more than enough to correct for isobaric interferences and provide separate reference isotope ratios for mass fractionation correction and isotope dilution. However, the precision of Sm–Nd age determinations remains limited by the small spread of parent/daughter ratio observed for REE that are only two atomic numbers apart. This problem is exacerbated by the longer half-life of $^{147}\text{Sm}$ relative to $^{87}\text{Rb}$, $^{187}\text{Re}$ or $^{238}\text{U}$.

The most precise and accurate instrumental technique for Rb–Sr and Sm–Nd isotope measurements is isotope dilution for accurate measurement of parent/daughter abundances by thermal ionization mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS) to obtain isotopic compositions. In situ techniques using these isotope systems are generally not favored for diamond dating studies, on account of the very small quantities of Sr and Nd present in silicate inclusions and the five- to six-figure precision required for meaningful measurements of Sr and Nd isotope ratios.

Given the very low Rb contents of mantle minerals such as garnet and clinopyroxene, $^{87}\text{Rb}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ ratios measured for these inclusion phases are insignificant and age corrections are negligible. Present-day measured $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ ratios are effectively equivalent to initial $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ ratios at the time of diamond encapsulation and independent Rb–Sr ages are therefore unobtainable. However, $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ ratios can serve as a proxy for initial $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ ratios to check whether inclusions from different diamonds dated using the Sm–Nd isochron approach are indeed cogenetic.

**Inclusion types.** The use of the Rb–Sr and Sm–Nd isotopic systems is generally applicable to two important silicate inclusion minerals, namely, garnet and clinopyroxene. In garnet, Sm$^{3+}$ and Nd$^{3+}$ replace Mg$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$ (and Ca$^{2+}$) on the X site via coupled substitution. At the same time, Sr$^{2+}$ readily substitutes for Ca$^{2+}$ whereas the much larger Rb$^{+}$ cation (like K$^+$) is crystallographically excluded at the time of crystallization. In diopside and omphacite, Sm$^{3+}$ and Nd$^{3+}$ replace Mg$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$ on M1 via coupled substitution whereas Sr$^{2+}$ substitutes for Ca$^{2+}$ on M2 while a very small amount of Rb$^{+}$ can be accommodated alongside K$^+$ in place of Na$^+$ on M2.

Subcalcic Cr-pyrope garnet is the most important carrier phase of both Nd (2–10 ppm) and Sr (2–25 ppm) in harzburgitic diamonds from type localities such as Finsch and Kimberley.
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(Richardson et al. 1984; Viljoen et al. 2014), but Sr content extends to almost 50 ppm in similar garnets from xenoliths and diamonds from Siberia (Shimizu and Sobolev 1995; Pearson et al. 1995; Shimizu et al. 1997). In lherzolitic diamonds, calcium-saturated Cr-pyrope garnet and Cr-diopside are both carrier phases for Nd (1–2 ppm and 2–4 ppm, respectively) whereas diopside is the dominant carrier phase for Sr (≥ 100 ppm) as observed in some Cullinan diamonds (e.g., Richardson et al. 1993). In eclogitic diamonds, pyrope-almandine garnet and omphacite are significant carrier phases for both Nd (1–8 ppm and 1–20 ppm, respectively) and Sr (1–30 ppm and 50–1800 ppm, respectively) as observed in studies of diamonds from the Argyle, Cullinan, Finsch, Jwaneng, Orapa and Letlhakane localities (Richardson 1986; Richardson et al. 1990, 1999; Smith et al. 1991; Timmerman et al. 2017). The Nd and Sr contents of other common silicate (olivine, orthopyroxene), oxide (chromite) and sulfide (pyrrhotite) inclusion phases are negligible. Kyanite has also been measured (Mei Yan Lai and Suzette Timmerman, unpublished data) and contains negligible amounts of either element. In sublithospheric inclusions, Sr and Nd abundances are high enough to be analyzed, but the potential for geochronology is still being evaluated (Pearson et al. 2007; Thomson et al. 2016). Rare mineral inclusions of, e.g., breyite, rutile, and loparite could potentially contain high enough Sr and Nd contents for isotope analysis. A compilation of Rb–Sr and Sm–Nd contents for worldwide lithospheric diamond inclusions is given in Stachel et al. 2022a, this volume)

Practical applications. The use of Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr isotopic systems differs substantially according to the paragenesis of the diamond suite to be dated. In the case of harzburgitic diamonds, garnet is the only significant carrier phase for Sm, Nd and Sr while Rb is crystallographically excluded. Furthermore, such garnets show little spread in low (i.e., strongly sub-chondritic) Sm/Nd ratios for a given locality (Richardson et al. 1984; Shimizu and Richardson 1987). This means that Sm–Nd isochron ages are unobtainable for harzburgitic diamond suites from type localities like Kimberley and Finsch. However, such low Sm/Nd ratios lend themselves to the Sm–Nd model age approach by virtue of their shallow evolution curves relative to the reference reservoir, as seen on a standard Nd isotope evolution diagram. This is the approach adopted by Richardson et al. (1984) in obtaining Paleoarchean Nd model ages of 3.4–3.3 Ga (or 3.5–3.4 Ga for a depleted mantle source) for suites of several hundred subcalcic garnet inclusion-bearing diamonds from the Cretaceous Kimberley and Finsch kimberlites.

While the reliability of such Paleoarchean model ages for Finsch and Kimberley harzburgitic diamonds has frequently been questioned (Pidgeon 1989; Pearson et al. 1995; Shimizu and Sobolev 1995; Navon 1999; Pearson and Shirey 1999; Spetsius et al. 2002), these challenges have for the most part been shown to be unsustainable based on the following considerations. First, the use of composites of subcalcic garnet inclusions to obtain enough material for reasonably precise Nd and Sr isotope analysis (based on then available instrumental techniques) has been criticized as producing averages with no direct age significance. However, the extremely unradiogenic Nd isotopic character of these averages, as well as independent replication of results, precludes a wide distribution of individual inclusion values (Richardson et al. 1984; Caro et al. 2008), though this apparent uniformity is not present in every suite (Koornneef et al. 2017). Second, the highly radiogenic Sr isotope signature of unencapsulated subcalcic garnet macrocrysts (from disaggregated garnet harzburgite host rocks) contrasts with the markedly less radiogenic Sr in inclusions and strongly supports the long-term isolation of the inclusions by encapsulation in diamond and storage in the old-thick-cold continental lithospheric mantle beneath the Kaapvaal craton since the Paleoarchean (Fig. 5; Richardson et al. 1984; Boyd et al. 1985; Shirey and Richardson 2011).

In the case of lherzolitic diamonds, Sm and Nd (and Sr) are partitioned between calcium-saturated Cr-pyrope garnet and (modally rare) Cr-diopside with garnet acquiring the highest and diopside the lowest Sm/Nd ratios. Lherzolitic diamond suites are therefore suitable for obtaining Sm–Nd isochron ages while Sr isotopes provide a means for verifying whether
inclusions from different diamonds are cogenetic. This is the approach adopted in the early 1990s, again using composites of similar inclusions, for dating lherzolitic diamonds from the Cullinan Mine (Richardson et al. 1993) and harzburgitic to lherzolitic diamonds from Udachnaya (Richardson and Harris 1997). In both studies, Sm–Nd isochron ages of approximately 2.0 Ga were obtained notwithstanding some variation in garnet initial $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ (discussed more in Pearson and Shirey 1999) attributed to a contribution of radiogenic Sr from one or more extraneous grains in some composites. The ages thus obtained for lherzolitic diamond formation would be consistent with major refertilization of the continental lithospheric mantle via melt metasomatism associated (for example) with widespread Bushveld magmatism at that time (Richardson et al. 1993; Shirey et al. 2002; Richardson and Shirey 2008).

In the case of eclogitic diamonds, Sm, Nd and Sr are invariably partitioned between pyrope–almandine garnet and omphacite, with other accessory phases such as kyanite, rutile and corundum being of little importance. Again, garnet exhibits the highest Sm/Nd ratios, and omphacite the lowest Sm/Nd ratios, whereas Sr isotopes provide the means for verifying whether inclusions from the same diamond or different diamonds are cogenetic. This approach was first applied in the 1980s to suites of eclogitic diamonds from Argyle, Cullinan, Orapa and Finsch at a time when composites of similar inclusions were still required to obtain enough analyte for TIMS analysis of small mineral inclusions (Richardson 1986; Richardson et al. 1990). Even so, the Sm–Nd isochron relationships obtained were sufficiently robust to indicate that eclogitic diamond formation only became prevalent in the Proterozoic. Further corroboration of these results was provided by work on a set of big individual inclusions from Finsch diamonds, which yielded Sm–Nd model ages of 2.4–1.4 Ga albeit with large errors (Smith et al. 1991). The last study of composite eclogitic inclusions was on diamonds from Jwaneng (Richardson et al. 1999), and this approach essentially came to an end with the advent of single sulfide inclusion Re–Os dating in the late 1990s (Pearson et al. 1998b, 1999a,b; Pearson and Shirey 1999).

Two decades later, technological advances in mass spectrometry, in particular the use of $10^{13}$ Ω resistors in ion current amplifiers (Koornneef et al. 2014), have rejuvenated the Sm–Nd isochron approach to dating eclogitic and peridotitic diamond formation. Using single garnet and clinopyroxene inclusions in Lethakane and Orapa diamonds, Timmerman et al. (2017) have documented multiple eclogitic diamond growth events from the Proterozoic.

Figure 5. Strontium isotope evolution diagram for composite garnet inclusions from Kimberley and Finsch. Garnet inclusions in Finsch and Bultfontein (Kimberley) diamonds have $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ ratios that intersect with the Sr isotope evolution curve for peridotitic garnet xenocrysts at around 3.2 Ga, here termed ‘Sr model ages’. These same composite garnet inclusions yielded 3.4–3.3 Ga Sm–Nd model ages, that indicate the age of the earliest Kaapvaal lithospheric mantle. Modified from Richardson et al. (1984).
to the Cretaceous that can be related to regional tectono-magmatic events. The key to this work has been to group individual inclusions on separate Sm–Nd isochrons according to their trace element chemistry, Sr isotope ratio, and nitrogen aggregation state of the host diamond (Timmerman et al. 2017). The grouping of inclusions for Sm–Nd isochrons based on similar chemical characteristics was subsequently applied to single harzburgitic and lherzolitic garnet inclusions from Venetia diamonds. Two separate isochrons—2.95 and 1.15 Ga—were defined based on differences in model ages, CaO contents and REE patterns, and were linked to fluid-dominated metasomatism and basaltic melt-dominated metasomatism, respectively (Koornneef et al. 2017). The Archean isochron age array consisting of low Sm/Nd garnets was not detected in an earlier study of composite harzburgitic-lherzolitic garnets from Venetia (Richardson et al. 2009), though the presence of an older Archean component was inferred from the initial \(^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd} \) ratio. In addition, over a quarter of the individual inclusions showed higher Sm/Nd and \(^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd} \) ratios than the earlier composite study, highlighting the need to re-evaluate pooled isochron ages and analyze individual inclusions (Koornneef et al. 2017).

The single inclusion approach for silicate inclusions in diamonds is clearly the way of the future (Gress et al. 2021a,b,c). The most compelling results will ultimately come from the analysis of rare coexisting (but non-touching) garnet and clinopyroxene inclusions from the same growth zone within a diamond. In rare instances where sulfide inclusions exist in the same growth zone as either garnet or clinopyroxene, the Sm–Nd and Re–Os systems yield the same ages within analytical uncertainty. This provides confirmation that the isochron ages reflect the diamond growth event (Gress et al. 2021b).

Re–Os

With the advent of new analytical tools in the 1990s, in particular the development of high-precision negative thermal ionization mass-spectrometry (Creaser et al. 1991; Völkening et al. 1991), the Re–Os isotope system became a commonly used dating tool and isotopic tracer. Several reviews through the years discussed the application of the Re–Os isotope system in cosmochemistry and high-temperature geochemistry and the dating of mantle peridotites and eclogites (Shirey and Walker 1998; Pearson 1999; Carlson et al. 2008; Rudnick and Walker 2009; Aulbach et al. 2016; Becker and Dale 2016; Harvey et al. 2016; Luguet and Reisberg 2016; Luguet and Pearson 2019; Reisberg 2021).

Because Re is mildly incompatible during partial melting of peridotite—whereas Os is compatible—this system is particularly suitable for dating of melt depletion events leading to the formation of lithospheric mantle. This leads to large differences in the Re/Os of melt and residue, which then evolve to highly radiogenic and unradiogenic \(^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os} \), respectively (Shirey and Walker 1998). Thus, this system was quickly adopted to date mantle samples, such as mantle xenoliths (e.g., Walker et al. 1989; Pearson et al. 1995; Pearson 1999) and exhumed lithospheric mantle sections (e.g., Reisberg and Lorand 1995; Saal et al. 2001). The high partition coefficients for Re and Os into sulfide and the possibility of their strong fractionation made the Re–Os system a likely candidate for the dating of single sulfide inclusions in diamonds. The first attempt at dating sulfides on Koffiefontein diamonds (Pearson et al. 1998b) was immediately successful—producing Archean and Proterozoic ages that eventually proved to be major eclogitic diamond forming events in the Kaapvaal craton. This study also yielded one of the first convincing young peridotitic diamond ages, matching the mantle residence suggested for this diamond from nitrogen aggregation systematics. A very useful aspect of the Re–Os system is being able to relate the sulfide inclusions in diamonds to the sulfides in their eclogitic and peridotitic hosts, i.e., a paragenetic distinction, because of clear differences in the concentrations of Re and Os in these two lithologies (Pearson et al. 1998), and because of the difference in their major element compositions (e.g., Deines and Harris 1995) that can be analyzed from the same digestion that is used for Re–Os isotopes.
Principles. Use of the Re–Os isotope system as a geochronometer is based on the β-decay of $^{187}\text{Re}$:

$$^{187}\text{Re} \rightarrow ^{187}\text{Os} + e^- + 1 \text{ electron antineutrino}$$

As such, this chronometer is suitable for dating via the isochron approach, with the usual premise that the samples used in the regression formed, or isotopically re-equilibrated, at the same time, in the same source, and that the system remained closed afterwards.

$$\begin{bmatrix} ^{187}\text{Os} \\ ^{188}\text{Os} \end{bmatrix}_p = \begin{bmatrix} ^{187}\text{Os} \\ ^{188}\text{Os} \end{bmatrix}_i + \left( \begin{bmatrix} ^{187}\text{Re} \\ ^{188}\text{Os} \end{bmatrix}_i e^{-\lambda t} - 1 \right)$$

where

$$\lambda_{187} = 41.5 \times 10^{-9} \text{ yr}^{-1}$$

and subscripts $p$ and $i$ refer to present and initial isotope ratios, respectively.

System closure is often not met by mantle-derived samples such as peridotite xenoliths (e.g., Walker et al. 1989; Pearson et al. 1995), which have scattered Re–Os isotope systematics due to their open system behavior up to and even beyond eruption to Earth’s surface. This is because subsequent to melt depletion, the continental lithospheric mantle remained open to interaction with fluids or melts carrying Re, making Re more susceptible to secondary overprinting than Os. There is also a lack of isotopic equilibration of isolated accessory phases controlling Os (see Luguet and Pearson 2019 for a detailed review). It is, however, this peculiarity of Os ± Re strongly partitioning into sulfides and alloys (Lorand and Luguet 2016) that has given rise to the application of Re–Os geochronology to individual sulfide inclusions in diamond. Although many diamond suites have been shown to be of Archean or Proterozoic age (see section 'Categorization of ages'), and diamond is considered the ultimate chemically inert container, inclusions in diamond do not always yield statistically precise isochrons. This is because diamond is precipitated during secondary processes involving fluid or melt ingress, which requires homogenization of the Os reservoir in the pre-existing mantle and that of the incoming fluid or melt, a process that produces cogenetic diamonds with some scatter in the initial Os isotopic composition (see section 'Protogenetic versus syngenetic debate').

As an alternative to 'linear data arrays', Re–Os model ages can be calculated, preferably for ancient diamonds that host sulfides with extremely high Re/Os (e.g., Richardson et al. 2001), although model ages by themselves can be subject to large uncertainties. This is because the model age approach requires the source composition (often some primitive or chondritic upper mantle composition) to be known rather well back in time. Projection to the mantle evolution curve can have large age uncertainty for young samples due to mantle heterogeneity (e.g., Luguet and Pearson 2019) and large age uncertainty for old samples—especially those with low Re/Os ratios—due to projection errors intersecting the mantle composition. The latter problem does not hold for sulfides with very high Re/Os (eclogitic), whose Os isotope evolution intersects mantle evolution curves at a high angle, producing minimal differences in calculated model ages. Two types of model ages—$T_{\text{MA}}$ and $T_{\text{RD}}$—may be calculated (Shirey and Walker 1998; Walker et al. 1989) (Fig. 6). $T_{\text{MA}}$ age dates the time of separation from a reference reservoir such as an upper mantle with a primitive or chondritic (chon) composition using measured $^{187}\text{Re}/^{188}\text{Os}$ and $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$:

$$T_{\text{MA}} = 1 / \lambda \times \ln \left[ \frac{^{187}\text{Os}^{188}\text{Os}}{^{187}\text{Os}^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{chon}}} - \frac{^{187}\text{Os}^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{sample}}}{^{187}\text{Re}^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{chon}} - ^{187}\text{Re}^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{sample}}} \right] + 1$$

A $T_{\text{RD}}$ age also dates the time of separation from a reference reservoir, but assumes that Re is perfectly incompatible and is completely extracted during partial melting (i.e., $^{187}\text{Re}^{188}\text{Os} = 0$).
Using the measured $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ yields:

$$T_{RD} = 1/\lambda \times \ln \left[ \frac{^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{sample}} - ^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{chondrite}}}{^{187}\text{Re}/^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{chondrite}}} \times ^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}_{\text{sample}} \right] + 1$$

An inherent assumption in the application of $T_{RD}$ ages is that Os in the sample is unradiogenic. The resultant age is a minimum age that deviates increasingly from $T_{MA}$ the smaller the degree of melt extraction (and by definition, the smaller the resulting Re/Os fractionation), and with elapsed time. In mantle peridotite residues produced from very large degrees of melting, where Re/Os has been reduced to nearly zero, $T_{RD}$ should equal the $T_{MA}$ model age. In mantle xenoliths that have been overprinted by interaction with their host magma, typically involving Re addition, a third model age ($T_{RD}$, erupt) is calculated, by subtracting the amount of $^{187}\text{Os}$ added by the decay of $^{187}\text{Re}$ since emplacement of the host magma, and using this initial $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ to calculate $T_{RD}$ (Pearson et al. 1995; Fig. 6). This model age is not applicable to sulfide inclusions in diamond that have remained closed systems since encapsulation. While the underlying principles have not changed, potential pitfalls and best practices have been finessed through the years, along with further developments in sample preparation and analytical protocols. The reader is referred to Rudnick and Walker (2009), Meisel and Horan (2016), Luguet and Pearson (2019), Pearson et al. (2021) and Reisberg (2021) for recent updates.

Inclusion types. Rhenium and Os are highly siderophile elements, which, in the absence of metal phases, behave in a strongly chalcophile manner, such that they are concentrated in—and their behavior is controlled by—sulfide minerals (Mitchell and Keays 1981; Lorand 1989; Fleet et al. 1996; Lorand and Luguet 2016). Combined with the fact that sulfide minerals are the most common inclusions in diamond (Harris and Gurney 1979), the potential of the Re–Os isotope system as a diamond dating tool was recognized early on (Pearson et al. 1998b, 1999a,b; Pearson and Shirey 1999). Because melts have high Re/Os and low Os concentrations, whereas residues have low Re/Os and high Os concentrations, it follows that peridotitic diamonds contain sulfides with higher Os contents (median 42 ppm, $n = 52$) than sulfides in
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eclogitic diamonds (median 0.034 ppm, \(n = 82\); Aulbach et al. 2016), which formed in a host rock that is the metamorphic equivalent of a mantle-derived melt, i.e., basalt. Sulfide-bearing eclogitic diamonds are more difficult to date for two reasons: (1) Os concentrations may be too low to obtain precisions sufficient for meaningful age calculation, depending on the size of the inclusion and total Os available for analysis, and (2) they invariably form in a high-Re/Os rock that has evolved to radiogenic \(^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}\) by the time of eclogitization and diamond formation (Richardson et al. 2001; Aulbach et al. 2009c). This implies that meaningful model ages, requiring assumptions on the isotopic evolution (Re/Os) of the source, cannot be calculated with any confidence, and age constraints must rely on the isochron approach. An exception are sulfide grains with low common Os contents, where a large proportion of the measured Os is \(^{187}\text{Os}\) from the \textit{in situ} decay of \(^{187}\text{Re}\) and from which absolute ages may be obtained (Richardson et al. 2001), as described in more detail below. The low amount of Os available for measurement in that study (20–120 fg) means that these are analytically highly challenging measurements to make. Additional challenges common to both peridotitic and eclogitic sulfide inclusions are discussed in section ‘Sources of uncertainty’.

**Practical applications.** The first constraints on diamond formation ages via Re–Os dating of sulfide inclusions were presented in Pearson et al. (1998b) who obtained an age for mineral inclusions in a single peridotitic Koffiefontein diamond that yielded a date similar to the kimberlite emplacement age. In this same study, five eclogitic inclusions yielded ages of \(\sim 1.05 \pm 0.12\) Ga and \(2.9\) Ga, depending on the interpretations of this small data set. This was followed by a steady succession of papers reporting Re–Os isotope systematics of sulfide inclusions in diamond that recorded ages spanning the range from close to craton formation to eruption of the host kimberlite (see worldwide data compilation: Smit et al. 2021: https://doi.org/10.7939/DVN/DRAJGT). These studies are reviewed in more detail in a later section. To date, Re–Os dating of whole sulfide inclusions liberated by breaking the host diamond is performed in only few laboratories world-wide because the small amount of analyte requires ultra-low blanks and therefore ultraclean reagents and laboratories, coupled to sensitive, state-of-the-art mass spectrometers that are dedicated to the analysis of small samples. Initiated at the Carnegie Institution for Science in Washington DC (Pearson et al. 1998b), the technique has since only been adopted at The University of Durham (UK) and the University of Alberta (Canada).

**SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY WHEN DETERMINING DIAMOND FORMATION AGES**

While diamonds, as chemically inert containers, offer ideal conditions for closed-system evolution of their inclusions, it can be difficult to ascertain whether the inclusions formed at the same time in the same mantle source, or alternatively were isotopically re-equilibrated in response to the same event. That is, whether the inclusions are cogenetic with each other and with the diamond. Given the protogenetic origin of many inclusions (e.g., Nestola et al. 2014, 2019; Smit et al. 2016, 2019b; Aulbach et al. 2018), isotopic re-equilibration between the various inclusions comprising an isochron is typically required to obtain a meaningful age (see section ‘Protogenetic versus syngenetic debate’ below). This can only be achieved, imperfectly, if the mantle volume is affected by events with high fluid–rock or melt–rock ratios (Aulbach et al. 2018). Because of the requirement of isotopic homogenization of a pre-existing reservoir, there is often significant scatter in the initial ratios defined by either mantle rocks or inclusions from diamonds, which inevitably deteriorates the quality of the isochron. Below we discuss some of the factors that may contribute to uncertainty in isochronous relationships, including partial isotopic re-equilibration, open system behavior, and analytical considerations such as over/under spiking.
Protogenetic versus syngenetic debate

A long-standing premise for diamond dating has been that the inclusions and the diamond co-crystallized from the same diamond-forming fluid. In other words, that there is a syngenetic relationship between diamond and inclusion, as opposed to the diamond incorporating a pre-existing (protogenetic) mineral grain. The assumption of a syngenetic relationship has traditionally been based on textures observed in diamond inclusions that show that the diamond’s cubo-octahedral morphology has been imposed onto the inclusion (Harris 1968; Harris and Gurney 1979; Harris et al. 2022, this volume). Epitaxial crystallographic relationships between inclusions and diamond (e.g., Mitchell and Giardini 1953) can also be a key indicator of this syngenetic link. For example, most sulfide inclusions show cubo-octahedral morphologies (Harris et al. 2022, this volume) that are not expected for sulfide minerals, but rather are imposed by the host diamond, either onto (partially?) molten sulfides, or where sulfide compositions dictate that trapping maybe sub-solidus, by simultaneous growth with the diamond dominating the surface energy. These textures were traditionally interpreted as syngenetic, meaning that the sulfide and diamond precipitated from the same fluid/melt.

Later work showed that some inclusions could have a syngenetic interface with diamond even if crystallographic evidence suggests the inclusion was protogenetic (Agrosi et al. 2016). Similarly, Archean ages for sulfides enclosed in Paleozoic mantle zircon were interpreted as evidence that diamond sulfide inclusion-based ages are unrelated to diamond growth (Spetsius et al. 2002). Thus there is increasing evidence that mineral inclusions in diamonds can be pre-existing rather than syngenetic. Observations of compositional features of inclusions requiring a multi-stage evolution of their mantle source prior to their incorporation into diamond have led to concerns about the meaning of inclusion ages with respect to the diamond formation event (Nestola et al. 2017; Davies et al. 2018).

In the previous sections, we discussed the ample compositional evidence for pre-history of both silicate and sulfide inclusions prior to their incorporation in diamond. The faceted nature and small size—relative to the grain size of mantle xenoliths—of most inclusions in diamonds may belie an origin as dissolution-remnants of larger “protogenetic” crystals. However, this lack of syngeneity does not preclude a diamond formation age being obtained from inclusion-based dating studies. Because diamond formation is associated with fluids and melts, minerals from the surrounding rocks are either incorporated during partial melting, or fluid-enhanced diffusion takes place so that isotopes are re-equilibrated (Nestola et al. 2019; Pamato et al. 2021). Isotopic equilibration can also be achieved if the inclusion recrystallizes as the diamond is precipitated at high fluid– or melt–rock ratios during major diamond formation events (Aulbach et al. 2018). Such mineral inclusions are better referred to as synchronous inclusions (Nestola et al. 2017), and due to re-equilibration at the time of diamond formation will still yield geologically relevant diamond ages.

Implicit in this discussion, is the recognition that model ages obtained for a mineral inclusion in diamond are insufficient to define a diamond formation age. As discussed above (section ‘Dating Principles’), model ages provide the minimum age of the continental lithospheric mantle rather than the diamond age. In systems where a high degree of radiogenic common Os is likely to be inherited by the inclusion, even if growing synchronously with the diamond, model ages are potentially less reliable. Conversely, an isochron or age array can be interpreted to date a diamond formation event, so long as the assumptions behind the approach are broadly met. The robustness of sulfide Re–Os isochron ages has been recently demonstrated by age-equivalent Sm–Nd isochrons from the same diamonds (Gress et al. 2021b). The issues relating to dating diamonds using the isochron approach are similar to those posed by dating any metamorphic rock where new minerals may have grown perhaps by metasomatism of some components. A large-scale diamond-formation event with high fluid–rock ratios can explain why inclusions in diamonds are sometimes considered cogenetic—they retain similar initial radiogenic isotope compositions—even if they are sampled as spatially unrelated
xenocrysts (e.g., Allègre 2008). In smaller-scale events with lower fluid–rock ratios, isotopic compositions are expected to show scatter due to the open-system environment in the mantle, with repeated metasomatic events causing elemental fractionation and isotopic overprint. The observation in most isochron diagrams is that inclusions tend to show some scatter around the linear regression, suggesting that inclusions are from sources with varying initial radiogenic isotope ratios that were imperfectly re-equilibrated and mixed during diamond formation, all leading to higher uncertainties in the determined age. Even so, this scattered age is likely to be a useful approximation of the age of the diamond-forming event.

Sources of uncertainty in silicate studies

**Diffusion of elements from inclusion to inclusion-diamond interface.** Diffusion is faster at higher temperatures. For this reason, diffusion of elements between mineral inclusions and the inclusion–diamond interface or fluid film may occur during mantle residence, possibly causing elemental fractionation and changed parent/daughter isotopic ratios over time. In this case, the mineral inclusions themselves will no longer represent ‘closed’ systems and may not yield diamond formation ages.

One example of diffusion is the loss of argon from clinopyroxene inclusions during mantle residence. Analyses of exposed or extracted clinopyroxene inclusions yield $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages close to kimberlite eruption, with most ages between the times of kimberlite eruption and diamond formation (e.g., Burgess et al. 1994, 2004; Phillips et al. 2004, 2018; Phillips and Harris 2008, 2009). The favored explanation for this behavior was diffusion of pre-eruption radiogenic Ar ($^{40}\text{Ar}^*$) to the diamond/inclusion interface region during mantle residence, with partial to complete loss of this component when the diamond was cleaved to expose the inclusion (Burgess et al. 1992). However, step-heating experiments have shown that lower temperature steps yield older apparent ages than the fusion steps (Phillips et al. 2004; Phillips and Harris 2008). These steps indicate that the diffusional behavior is more complex. Partial accumulation of pre-eruption Ar in defect structures within the clinopyroxene lattice is suggested with concomitant or subsequent partial Ar diffusion to the diamond/inclusion interface. Fracturing around the inclusion in response to changing pressure and temperature during the eruption process (Bulanova et al. 2004; Burgess et al. 2004; Phillips et al. 2004; Phillips and Harris 2008) is likely the cause. Therefore, laser drilling to enclosed inclusions or furnace graphitization of the diamond plus inclusion is required to sample the radiogenic Ar residing at both the interface and within the inclusion. As there are technical challenges with both approaches, the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method has not been widely used to determine diamond formation ages.

Lead loss is common in U-bearing minerals, due to the different chemical behavior of U compared to its daughter Pb isotopes, as well as alpha-recoil damage in the mineral. A recent U–Pb study on rutile inclusions from Mir eclogitic diamonds yielded ages consistent with kimberlite eruption (Schmitt et al. 2019) and are much younger than Re–Os isochron ages for sulfide inclusions from eclogitic diamonds of the same pipe (Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013). Pb loss from rutile into cracks, a Pb-rich phase on inclusion margins, or Pb loss into a fluid film surrounding inclusions (Nimis et al. 2016) cannot be excluded. Currently, the (trace element) composition of the fluid film is unknown and therefore it is not known whether there is a differential Pb isotopic composition. Thus, the rutile inclusions were suggested to record diamond formation shortly before kimberlite eruption (Schmitt et al. 2019). However, as U partitions into rutile 250× more strongly than Pb (Foley et al. 2000), if Pb is lost to a fluid film then U–Pb dating of rutile likely does not record diamond formation. Other studies of high U–Pb inclusion phases in diamond have given similarly young ages (Hamilton et al. 1997) similar to kimberlite emplacement, indicating that this may be a common phenomenon, at least for rutile and CaTiO$_3$ perovskite inclusions. In contrast to U–Pb, diffusion rates and partition coefficients of Sm and Nd are similar to each other, in the same order of magnitude, suggesting limited parent–daughter fractionation between inclusion and fluid film. Further in situ studies are required, but currently there is no evidence for significantly modified Nd isotopic compositions of silicate inclusions through loss of elements to a fluid film or into cracks.
Extraneous argon. ‘Excess Ar’ is defined as $^{40}$Ar, apart from atmospheric $^{40}$Ar, that is incorporated into rocks and minerals by processes other than *in situ* radioactive decay of $^{40}$K (McDougall and Harrison 1999). Excess Ar results in $^{40}$Ar/$^{36}$Ar values above the atmospheric ratio of >298.56 (Lee et al. 2006), and may be identified from isochron plots. Inherited Ar is radiogenic Ar ($^{40}$Ar*) that is included in rocks and minerals through contamination by older material or involves the retention of $^{40}$Ar* from a previous event (McDougall and Harrison 1999). Extraneous Ar is a term that includes both excess and inherited Ar.

If it is assumed that clinopyroxene inclusions extracted from their host diamond have lost all pre-eruption Ar, $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar dating of the inclusions should yield the age of the host kimberlite (e.g., Phillips et al. 2004). If a clinopyroxene inclusion retains a proportion of the pre-eruption Ar, this Ar component is considered ‘inherited’ Ar. In cases where $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar ages are anomalously old compared to other dating methods or the age of the Earth, then the inclusions would be deemed to contain excess Ar. For example, Burgess et al. (2004) reported $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar ages of >4.5 Ga for enclosed inclusions from an Orapa diamond and concluded that the inclusions (or diamond) must contain excess Ar.

Inherited compositional characteristics and isotopic dis/equilibrium. There are many compositional features observed in silicate inclusions that require them to have resided in the continental lithospheric mantle prior to diamond formation. For example, common sinusoidal rare earth element (REE) patterns in harzburgitic garnet inclusions suggest a complex history, and are caused by LREE metasomatism in a melt-depleted peridotite prior to diamond formation (Stachel et al. 1998; Taylor et al. 2003) or interaction of the diamond-forming fluid with melt-depleted peridotite (Koornneef et al. 2017).

Large variations are observed in Sr isotope ratios between silicate inclusions in monocrystalline diamonds (e.g., Richardson et al. 1990), but also even within single fibrous diamonds (0.709–0.717; Klein-BenDavid et al. 2010). In particular, radiogenic $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr ratios in garnet inclusions in diamond (Richardson et al. 1984, 1993; Timmerman et al. 2017), fluid inclusions in diamond (Klein-BenDavid et al. 2010,2014), and garnets recovered from the kimberlite host (Richardson et al. 1984) are unsupported by their low $^{87}$Rb/$^{86}$Sr ratios. Initial ratios are well above ratios of the bulk Earth at that time (Richardson et al. 1990). This implies a multi-stage isotopic evolution of the diamond-forming fluid source and complicates using Rb–Sr for age constraints, resulting in Rb–Sr model ages that are unlikely to have geological significance (Timmerman et al. 2017).

The isotopic composition of relatively high atomic number elements like Sr do not change during high-temperature geological processes such as immiscibility or fluid–mineral fractionation during diamond growth. Based on trace elements and Sr–Nd–Pb isotopic compositions, an Archean metasomatized lithospheric mantle with phlogopite (high Rb/Sr) or subducted sediment (Mazzone and Haggerty 1986; Viljoen et al. 1996) can be the source of highly radiogenic Sr (Klein-BenDavid et al. 2010, 2014). More recent element fractionation in the metasomatized ancient source or mixing with depleted fluid/s can lower Rb/Sr ratios, providing a large range in $^{87}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr ratios and radiogenic Sr that is unsupported by the present-day low Rb/Sr ratios. Rb–Sr isotopic compositions need to be treated with caution before being applied to diamond dating. However, they can still be useful since similar initial Sr isotope ratios are a good indicator that the inclusions are cogenetic, or protogenetic inclusions whose isotopic compositions have been equilibrated during the diamond-forming event and hence can be used to determine grouping for Sm–Nd isochron regressions.

As Sm and Nd show similar chemical behaviour, the radiogenic ingrowth of $^{143}$Nd is less variable due to smaller relative differences in Sm/Nd ratios (Richardson et al. 1984). Since diffusion of Sm and Nd in garnet is about 75,000 $\times$ slower than Os diffusion in sulfide at mantle temperatures of 1100 °C (Tirone et al. 2005), variability in initial $^{143}$Nd/$^{144}$Nd ratios is more likely to be preserved in different silicate inclusions during diamond formation.
Samarium diffusion modeling by Nestola et al. (2019) indicates that a 0.1 mm garnet grain will reach equilibrium within 200,000 years at 1150 °C (which is considered to be the average temperature for diamond formation within the continental lithospheric mantle; Stachel and Luth 2015). At the same temperature, ~1 mm garnets, would take around 20 million years to equilibrate (Fig. 7). These diffusion calculations use the slowest diffusion coefficients in the literature (Van Orman et al. 2002), and equilibration times are two orders of magnitude faster if diffusion coefficients from Tirone et al. (2005) are used. Regardless, these equilibration times are significantly less than the uncertainty on most Sm–Nd diamond ages. Under hydrous mantle conditions during diamond growth, garnet would have even faster diffusion rates (Katayama and Karato 2008). Based on (anhydrous) garnet diffusion modeling and assuming protogenesis, Nestola et al. (2019) recommended that silicate inclusions in diamonds that are >100 μm in size and formed at temperatures <1000 °C should not be used for age determinations, though more diffusion data, relevant to the diamond growth environment, is needed to evaluate these criteria (Koornneef et al. 2017).

**Figure 7.** Samarium diffusion times for garnets of different sizes (0.1 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm), along a geotherm corresponding to 40 mW/m² surface heat flow. The grey box represents typical diamond formation conditions in the sub-continental lithospheric mantle (T = 1150 ± 100 °C) (Stachel and Luth 2015). Equilibration times at these temperatures are roughly between 0.1 m.y and 100 m.y, which is within the typical uncertainties associated with diamond age determinations. For example, a 0.1 mm garnet grain will reach equilibrium within 200,000 years at 1150 °C, calculated using the slowest diffusion coefficients in the literature (Van Orman et al. 2002). Equilibration times are two orders of magnitude faster if diffusion coefficients from Tirone et al. (2005) are used. Diffusion coefficients have so far only been determined under anhydrous conditions, and diffusion may be even faster under hydrous conditions that may be more typical of diamond formation. Modified from Nestola et al. (2019).

**Sources of uncertainty in sulfide studies**

**Pre-encapsulation history of sulfide inclusions.** There are several eclogitic sulfide-derived isochrons with strongly radiogenic initial 187Os/188Os, that exceed estimates for a coeval mantle with chondritic composition (Walker et al. 2002) at the time of diamond formation. These supra-chondritic initial 187Os/188Os ratios require ingrowth of 187Os in a high Re/Os environment prior to diamond formation and sulfide entrapment. Given the eclogitic nature of these inclusions, this evolution plausibly occurred in the oceanic crustal protolith, and radiogenic Os was subsequently inherited when sulfide and diamond grew from subduction-related fluids or melts. Alternatively, since MORBs are sulfide-saturated (e.g., Patten et al. 2013),
the sulfides may have existed all through the evolution of the oceanic crust, and recrystallized upon metamorphism. Many eclogitic sulfides have Re/Os that is too low to account for their radiogenic $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os, suggesting that Re was lost during partial melting as the eclogite was invaded by diamond forming fluid (e.g., Westerlund et al. 2004; Smit et al. 2016).

Figure 8 illustrates how highly radiogenic $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os recorded in eclogitic sulfide inclusions can be inherited from high Re/Os protoliths. Sulfide inclusions in the 650 Ma Zimmi diamonds, West African craton have highly radiogenic $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os (1.5–2.2) and mass-independently fractionated sulfur isotopes that were generated in Archean protoliths subducted into the continental lithospheric mantle (Smit et al. 2016, 2019b). Neoproterozoic (~700–900 Ma) oceanic crust would require $^{187}$Re/$^{188}$Os ≥ 2000 to evolve to these radiogenic $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os within 100–200 million years, i.e., the assumed time between formation of the igneous precursors at an oceanic spreading ridge and their metamorphism during subsequent subduction. Various components of modern oceanic crust have highly variable $^{187}$Re/$^{188}$Os ranging from 100s to 1000s (Peucker-Ehrenbrink et al. 2003). Eclogite xenoliths from the nearby Koidu kimberlite, which most likely formed in the Neoarchean (Barth et al. 2002; Aulbach et al. 2019), have $^{187}$Re/$^{188}$Os from 2.4 to 159 (Barth et al. 2002). Such Archean oceanic crust could produce the $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os measured in Zimmi sulfides in the two billion years after eclogite emplacement. Archean sulfur derived from associated subducted Archean sediments could explain the mass-independently fractionated sulfur isotopes. Fluid/melt fluxing of the mantle during Neoproterozoic subduction then facilitated partial melting, Re–Os isotopic re-homogenization, and Zimmi diamond formation.

In another example, eclogitic sulfide inclusions from both the 2.89 ± 0.06 Ga Kimberley and 1.89 ± 0.19 Ga Diavik diamonds (Richardson et al. 2001; Aulbach et al. 2009c) have radiogenic $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os requiring Re/Os ~50–100. These Re/Os are lower than those typical of young oceanic crust (Re/Os up to ~1,000; Shirey and Walker 1998) but similar to oceanic crust which loses Re during the subduction, dehydration, and metamorphism (Becker 2000; Dale et al. 2007) that takes place within 10–200 million years after the oceanic crust is formed at a mid-ocean ridge (Fig. 8). This scenario can generate the initial $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os ratios recorded in Kimberley and Diavik sulfide inclusions—0.156 ± 0.011 and 0.13 ± 0.10, respectively—and suggests eclogitic diamond formation shortly after or during subduction, where sufficient fluids are liberated to isotopically homogenize the Os isotopes in portions of the oceanic crust. Both these localities record coeval eclogitization, with eclogite xenoliths recording the same ages as craton amalgamation (Kaapvaal: Shirey et al. 2001; Menzies et al. 2003) and craton–margin collisional events (Slave: Schmidberger et al. 2007; Aulbach et al. 2009b).

Evidence for isotopic equilibration of pre-existing sulfide inclusions. Osmium diffuses readily in sulfides and has a low closure temperature in pyrrhotite (Brenan et al. 2000) which favors the establishment of isotopic equilibrium with the diamond-forming fluid. Several diamond localities clearly show that pre-existing sulfides were isotopically re-equilibrated at the time of diamond formation, including Klipspringer eclogitic sulfides, Victor lherzolitic sulfides, and Zimmi eclogitic sulfides (Westerlund et al. 2004; Smit et al. 2016, 2019; Aulbach et al. 2018).

Based on 14 sulfide inclusions, a 718 ± 49 Ma age array (MSWD = 6.1) was obtained for Victor lherzolitic diamonds, with initial $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os of 0.1177 ± 0.0016 (Aulbach et al. 2018). This initial ratio is less radiogenic than the convecting mantle at 720 Ma, indicating that at least a portion of the Os was inherited from older sources in the continental lithospheric mantle and that these sulfide inclusions precipitated or re-precipitated along with the Victor diamonds. The observation that an age array was obtained despite contributions from isotopically heterogeneous sources in the continental lithospheric mantle—a region known to experience repeated and ongoing metasomatism—suggests the participation of sufficient amounts of melt during sulfide-bearing diamond formation to allow for near-re-homogenization of Os isotopic compositions from various sources (Aulbach et al. 2018).
Figure 8. Os isotope evolution diagram for dated eclogitic diamonds from three localities: Kimberley, Kaapvaal craton (Richardson et al. 2001), Diavik, Slave craton (Aulbach et al. 2009c), Zimmi and Koidu, West African craton (Smit et al. 2016); illustrating ingrowth of radiogenic Os in (meta)basaltic protoliths with variably high Re/Os. For Kimberley and Diavik, subduction-related eclogitization of oceanic crust around 10–100 million years after its formation can explain the moderately radiogenic initial $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ obtained from Re–Os isochrons. Eclogite xenoliths from Diavik have measured $^{187}\text{Re}/^{188}\text{Os}$ of 0.4 to 52 (Aulbach et al. 2009b), although the Re/Os of the igneous precursor prior to dehydration ± partial melting would have been higher (Becker 2000). At Zimmi, strongly radiogenic initial $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ could be explained by remobilization of Os from an eclogite reservoir emplaced in Neoarchean time, as inferred for eclogite xenoliths from nearby Koidu, which have measured $^{187}\text{Re}/^{188}\text{Os}$ from 2.4 to 159 (Barth et al. 2002). Note trade-off between the age of the oceanic crust at the time of diamond formation and its Re/Os.
Similarly, five eclogitic sulfide inclusions from Klipspringer, South Africa, record a 2.55 ± 0.15 Ga isochron (MSWD = 0.87), with an elevated initial $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ of 0.187 ± 0.046 (Westerlund et al. 2004). This initial Os isotope ratio requires pre-evolution in a high Re/Os environment, such as Archean eclogite in the continental lithospheric mantle. Ventersdorp magmatism at 2.7 Ga heated the lithosphere, causing partial melting of sulfide-bearing eclogite and homogenization of the Re–Os system, and resulting in isochronous relationships between these pre-existing sulfides (Westerlund and Gurney 2004; Westerlund et al. 2004).

**Exsolution of monosulfide solid solution to a low-temperature assemblage.** At mantle conditions, sulfide exists as monosulfide solid solution (mss), that is Ni-rich in peridotitic diamonds and Ni-poor grading into Ni-rich pyrrhotite in eclogitic diamonds. Upon low-temperature re-equilibration, for example during transport to Earth’s surface, mss exsolves into a low-temperature assemblage, typically consisting of pentlandite ((Fe,Ni)$_9$S$_8$), pyrrhotite (Fe$_{1-x}$S) and chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$) in varying proportions (e.g., Lorand and Grégoire 2006; Fig. 9). In addition, molybdenite (MoS$_2$) has recently been described in the Raman spectra of 73 out of 80 Mir eclogitic sulfides (Kemppinen et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2022, this volume). Molybdenum though, is not an uncommon trace element in eclogitic sulfides. For example, Diavik eclogitic sulfide inclusions have Mo contents between 44 and 160 ppm (Aulbach et al. 2012). During exsolution, both molybdenite and chalcopyrite concentrate towards the exterior surfaces of sulfide inclusions, as observed in backscattered electron images and EDS maps of sulfides (Fig. 10).

![Figure 9. Compositions of sulfide inclusions in diamonds from different localities. Field for high temperature mss—monosulfide solid solution—from Ebel and Naldrett (1997). Pyrrhotite (Fe$_{1-x}$S) and pentlandite (Fe$_9$Ni$_8$S$_8$) are low-temperature sulfides that are produced during exsolution. Data for Zimmi from Smit et al. (2016); Ellendale, Jwaneng and Orapa from Karen Smit (unpublished data) and Richardson et al. (2004); and Panda (Ekati Mine) from Westerlund et al. (2006).](image-url)

It has been shown that during low-temperature re-equilibration, trace elements—including Re and Os—will partition differently between the different sulfide minerals, as observed in both orogenic peridotites and mantle xenoliths (van Acken et al. 2010; Holwell et al. 2011) and in sulfide inclusions in diamond (Richardson et al. 2001). As Re is preferentially partitioned into the combination of chalcopyrite + molybdenite relative to pyrrhotite + pentlandite, low-temperature re-equilibration has the potential to cause problems for Re–Os age dating if the whole inclusion is not recovered. This is a particular challenge when sulfides, due to their softness, break into multiple pieces during extraction from the diamond, as small fragments including Re-rich rims may be lost. Practitioners of the Re–Os sulfide method go to extraordinary lengths to ensure that they recover all the material liberated by cracking a diamond, because they have long been aware of these issues. This also means that great caution needs to be applied to Os isotope measurements made on all sulfides because of exsolution, especially by
laser-ablation approaches where polishing of thin sections or grain mounts is a pre-requisite for analysis. Indeed, some scatter observed in Re–Os data sets may be related to incomplete inclusion recovery and may be dominated by variation in the Re/Os ratio.

Increased scatter in Re–Os isotopic data naturally results in higher uncertainties on the determined age, but need not significantly affect the slope of the regression in a Re–Os isochron diagram. This is illustrated in the Re–Os isotope study of peridotitic sulfides from Ellendale (NW Australia) where one peridotitic sulfide falls off the main isochron formed by six other sulfides because it broke during extraction and was only partially recovered (Smit et al. 2010). Its higher $^{187}\text{Re} / ^{188}\text{Os}$ is explained by sampling more Cu-rich portions of the sulfide, and incorporation of this sulfide in the isochron regression yields an identical 1426 Ma age, though the uncertainty on the age increases from 130 Ma to 390 Ma. In contrast, any effect on $^{187}\text{Os} / ^{188}\text{Os}$ is typically minor because Re–Os fractionation during low-temperature re-equilibration occurs during eruption, and most kimberlites and lamproites are very young relative to the age of the diamond (Gurney et al. 2010). This is best demonstrated in sulfide DP9 from Kimberley (also known as ‘De Beers Pool’), where one fragment of this sulfide had double the Cu concentration and 30% higher $^{187}\text{Re} / ^{188}\text{Os}$, while maintaining similar $^{187}\text{Os} / ^{188}\text{Os}$ to the other fragments (Richardson et al. 2001). Regression of both fragments yields an isochron age equivalent to that of the kimberlite eruption.

Considering the potential for increased scatter in the Re–Os isotopic compositions of heterogeneous sulfides and the blocking temperatures well below the storage temperature in the lithospheric mantle, it is remarkable that the overwhelming majority of ages obtained on sulfide inclusions in diamonds appear to have geological significance. In rare cases where silicate and sulfide inclusions co-exist in the same diamond growth zone, similar ages have been obtained (Gress et al. 2021b), providing increased confidence in the robustness of inclusion-based diamond ages.

Homogenization of sulfide inclusions back to their high temperature $mss$ mantle composition can be achieved by heating the diamond (and its inclusions) in a furnace (McDonald et al. 2017). By using this homogenization approach, Re–Os isotopes are more evenly distributed through the sulfide, and scatter resulting from incomplete recovery of the sulfide inclusion may be significantly reduced. Another benefit is that Re–Os isotope measurements can be done utilizing only part of the sulfide, so that the remainder of the inclusion can be used for other measurements. Sulfur isotope measurements by ion microprobe are however excluded, since there is currently no standard available for $mss$. 

Figure 10. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy maps showing the spatial distribution of major elements in sulfide inclusions. During kimberlite eruption and cooling of monosulfide solid solution ($mss$), pentlandite- and chalcopyrite-rich sulfides are exsolved. Reproduced from Smit et al. (2016).
**Low Os content.** Due to the mildly incompatible nature of Re, and the compatible nature of Os during partial melting, eclogitic sulfides formed in a metabasaltic source typically have higher Re/Os than peridotitic sulfides due to both higher Re and lower Os contents (see section on ‘Re–Os’ above). Because eclogitic sulfides typically have lower Os than peridotitic sulfides, larger eclogitic sulfide grains need to be dissolved in order to measure enough Os to obtain acceptable measurement statistics and reduce blank corrections. Eclogitic inclusions are often barely large enough to achieve these measurement goals. Thus, during mass spectrometry, the total amount of $^{187}$Os available for ionization is extremely low, and when combined with the very low $^{188}$Os result in high in-run uncertainties on $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os. In particular, this is true for tiny (< 7 µg) eclogitic inclusions. Data compiled for several eclogitic sulfide suites show that eclogitic sulfides that weigh less than 7 µg (less than ~130 µm diameter), yield excessively high uncertainties in $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os (Fig. 11). Judging the size of sulfide inclusions can be difficult in some diamonds due to extensive “rosette” fractures that may surround the inclusion, leading to substantial over-estimates of inclusion size in some cases. The low total Os available for analysis in relatively small sulfide inclusions leads to more substantial blank corrections on both Os content and $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os (Fig. 11). This propagates through to higher uncertainties in final measured values compared to sulfides with higher Os content (either larger eclogitic inclusions, or peridotitic sulfides with higher Os concentration).

**Figure 11.** The influence of inclusion size and Os concentration on the a,b) in-run analytical uncertainty, and c,d) estimated blank contribution on the sulfide Os content. Smaller inclusions with lower Os concentration have the highest contribution of blank (background) Os. Smaller inclusions that give low Os ion yields during mass spectrometry have the highest in-run uncertainties. For small eclogitic sulfide inclusions from Sewa River and Victor, the in-run uncertainties and blank contributions were prohibitively high and no age determinations could be made. Peridotitic sulfides from Sewa River (Karen Smit, unpublished data), Victor (Aulbach et al. 2018) and Ellendale (Smit et al. 2010). Eclogitic sulfides from Orapa, Juina, Sewa River (Karen Smit, unpublished data), Zimmi (Smit et al. 2016), Victor (Aulbach et al. 2018) and Ellendale (Smit et al. 2010).
Sources of uncertainty in both silicate and sulfide studies

**Under/Over spiking.** While isotope dilution is generally regarded as the ‘gold standard’ of elemental abundance determinations, a weakness it has is the need for prior information on likely Re, Os, Sm, Nd, Rb, Sr concentrations and elemental ratios in the inclusions. An informed estimate needs to be made in order to calculate the appropriate amount of isotopic spike to be added prior to dissolution. For Re and Os in sulfides, such an estimate is typically based on whether it is eclogitic (Ni-poor) or peridotitic (Ni-rich). Sulfide paragenesis is determined prior to dissolution by EDS analyses of the sulfide, to get an approximation of the bulk Ni content. If the inclusion breaks during extraction, it is better to get a qualitative composition from an interior part of the grain to avoid the chalcopyrite-rich portions along the exterior. For Sm, Nd and Rb, Sr in silicates, the identity and paragenesis of the mineral inclusion can usually be recognized based on colour (and/or EMP analysis on a flat portion of the unpolished grain) and concentrations estimated based on the range observed in corresponding xenolith and xenocryst minerals.

For sublithospheric diamonds, where paragenetic distinction is not as simple, estimating the Re and Os concentrations in the inclusion can be more complicated. For example, Re and Os concentrations for two metallic inclusions in a CLIPPIR diamond (Smith et al. 2017, 2021) could not be accurately determined for practical reasons. To facilitate handling of these 50–100 µm inclusions, which are highly susceptible to electrostatic/magnetic forces, Os was distilled directly from the inclusions while they were still embedded in the cleaved diamond surface. Their weights were thus difficult to estimate and their Os contents much higher than expected. The resulting sample solutions were critically under-spiked. The very high isotope dilution error magnification (EM) applicable to these sample-spike mixtures meant that measured isotope dilution ratios were within EM-propagated error of the normal (unspiked) isotope composition. Under such circumstances the ability to determine precise Os isotopic compositions is unaffected because all that is being measured is the normal Os in the sample (i.e., negligible spike Os correction). In addition, the chromic–sulfuric reagent used for sulfide dissolution preferentially attacks the pyrrhotite and its dissolution efficacy on Fe–Ni metal, cohenite and other accessory phases such as Cr–Fe-oxide is unknown. Since the exsolution of the homogeneous Fe–Ni–C–S phase on exhumation to pyrrhotite, cohenite and Fe–Ni metal will fractionate Re from Os differently in each phase, actual concentrations and Re/Os ratio would have been impossible to interpret. Again, this effect does not hinder the determination of accurate Os isotopic compositions (Smith et al. 2017, 2021) but serves to illustrate the complexities that can be encountered.

Both over- and under-spiking can introduce substantial propagated uncertainties in concentration and isotopic ratios measurements. If the isotope dilution ratio (spike isotope/reference isotope; e.g., $^{190}$Os/$^{188}$Os, $^{150}$Nd/$^{146}$Nd, $^{84}$Sr/$^{86}$Sr) of the sample–spike mixture ($R_M$) is too high, it is very difficult to determine the natural isotopic composition of the sample. Conversely, if a sample is underspiked, error magnification on the abundance estimate increases more rapidly, though at minimal effect on the radiogenic isotope ratio (Fig. 12).

**Open system.** Cracks that connect an inclusion to the diamond surface and permit exchange with fluids in the mantle and/or kimberlite, can compromise the goal of determining the diamond formation age. Although plastic deformation of diamond is more common at high temperatures in the mantle, brittle deformation is known to occur. Routine practice during age determinations is to exclude mineral inclusions with visible cracks to the diamond surface, however the presence of annealed cracks cannot always be ruled out despite cathodoluminescence investigation of the diamond surrounding the inclusion. Older cracks sealed with younger diamond growth have been documented from a few localities, and may certainly be more common (e.g., Taylor et al. 1995; Smith et al. 2014).
The only isotopic dataset that indicates connection to the diamond surface by obvious cracks is for six sulfide inclusions in Jagersfontein diamonds (Sonja Aulbach, unpublished data). Interestingly, the Re–Os isotopic compositions of these sulfides have a linear relationship and yield an imprecise age of 252.5±41.9 Ma (Fig. 13). This age is significantly younger than the other diamond ages determined for Jagersfontein (1.7 Ga, 1.1 Ga; Aulbach et al. 2009a), but older than kimberlite eruption (86 Ma; Smith 1983). Thus, while inclusions in such diamonds can no longer inform us on diamond formation ages, they may still be interpretable. In this case, the age overlaps with those reported for strongly metasomatized peridotite xenoliths from the 84 Ma Bultfontein kimberlite (Giuliani et al. 2014), and may reflect isotopic resetting due to mantle metasomatism known to affect all continental lithospheric mantle sections prior to kimberlite eruption (Wass and Rogers 1980).

**CLASSIFICATION OF AGES BY TYPE OF DIAMOND SUITE**

Diamond ages can be classified into types by the number of stones involved, the relationship of inclusions to growth zones in the diamond, the mineralogy of the inclusion(s), and way the ages are determined (e.g., model age vs. isochron age). Such classification can provide a useful framework for interpreting the ages geologically—especially because diamonds are xenocrysts physically removed from the geologic context of their mantle hosts by the nature of kimberlitic sampling, except for rare diamondiferous xenoliths.
Single diamond ages

Although it would be ideal for each diamond dating study to have many diamonds with inclusions, the researcher is often confronted with few or maybe even only one propitious stone because diamonds with big enough inclusions for analysis are quite rare. Surprisingly, useful ages from sulfides using the Re–Os system can be obtained from just one diamond in four different ways. These ages are possible with the Re–Os system because of the huge range in the abundance of parent $^{187}$Re and daughter $^{187}$Os, whereas they are not always practical with the Sm–Nd or Rb–Sr systems because of the very limited range of parent to daughter abundance in these systems.

Model ages. Model ages (see ‘Principles’ section above for a general outline) are calculated from the measured isotopic composition of a sulfide inclusion and the Os isotopic evolution of some reference reservoir (typically the Earth’s mantle, but also chondritic reservoirs). This calculation is essentially a correction for radiogenic growth of daughter $^{187}$Os using the time-averaged $^{187}$Re/$^{188}$Os ratio from the point at which the inclusion had the same isotopic composition as the reference reservoir. Uncertainty comes from a combination of factors: a) the uncertainty in the isotopic growth of the reference reservoir, b) analytical uncertainty in the Re/Os of the inclusion, and c) the assumption that the inclusion measured experienced a single-stage evolution on separating from the reference reservoir. While the insights that can be gained from just one determination can be quite remarkable (e.g., the ability to determine whether a sulfide originated in Mesoarchean lithosphere versus Paleoproterozoic lithosphere) the precision and accuracy are often only known to within 200–300 million years, and, thus, such model ages are not suited to unraveling fine-scale age differences. While model ages provide invaluable constraints on the stabilization age and evolution of diamond source rocks, one model age from a diamond inclusion does not necessarily date a diamond formation event.

Peridotitic sulfides nearly always have very high Os content and very low Re content. The low resultant $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os of peridotitic sulfides often gives minimum ages for the depletion or ‘freezing-in’ of an initial Os isotopic composition. A good example is the one sulfide inclusion...
in a diamond analyzed from Murowa (Zimbabwe craton). This sulfide produced a $T_{RD}$ of 3.25 Ga, within uncertainty of the oldest model age on a mantle xenolith from the same locality ($T_{RD}$ of 3.31 Ga). Although the model age obtained from the diamond may not necessarily reflect the time of diamond formation, these ages confirm the existence of protoliths older than the Mesoarchean in the Zimbabwean continental lithospheric mantle (Smith et al. 2009; Pearson et al. 2018), which had long been suspected due to Paleoarchean granite-greenstones, detrital zircons, and chromite deposits in the Zimbabwean craton (Dodson et al. 1988; Wilson 1990; Nägler et al. 1997; Zeh et al. 2014)

Peridotitic sulfides with very low Re/Os are often more reflective of the inclusion protolith, whereas isochrons (and model ages that are in agreement with isochrons) most likely reflect diamond formation (e.g., Pearson et al. 1999a,b). This could be the case for 3.5–3.1 Ga model ages from Udachnaya peridotitic sulfide inclusions that likely reflect the minimum age of the Siberian continental lithosphere rather than the age of diamond formation. Other age determinations for Udachnaya peridotitic diamonds give 2 Ga isochron ages (e.g., Richardson and Harris 1997), similar to the ages for eclogitic diamonds (Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013), granulite xenoliths (Koreshkova et al. 2008) and peridotite xenoliths (Doucet et al. 2015; Ionov et al. 2015).

Single eclogitic sulfides can produce model ages by extrapolation from their extremely high $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$, back to a bulk Earth or mantle growth curve. For eclogitic sulfides, the accuracy of the model age depends on the closed system behavior of Re and Os and thus the fidelity of the Re/Os ratio since entrapment in the diamond, as well as how much radiogenic Os has accumulated. Thus, while a model age can, in principle, be obtained on a single grain, prudence dictates use of multiple eclogitic sulfides on an age array (see below) to provide some indication that the Re/Os has not varied and to obtain more accuracy on the projection.

Model ages for the Sm–Nd system in silicate minerals also have the potential to reflect diamond growth if the Sm/Nd fractionation is substantial enough. Occasionally, single diamond model ages have successfully been obtained using the Sm–Nd system for sufficiently large silicate inclusions. For example, Smith et al. (1991) obtained a Nd model age of 2.11 ± 0.12 Ga for a websteritic clinopyroxene inclusion in a Kimberley diamond based on this approach. Model ages are less definitive where Sm/Nd fractionation is subtle relative to the reference reservoir, for example, the Cullinan lherzolitic garnets (Richardson et al. 1993).

**Radiogenic daughter (absolute) ages.** Occasionally, sulfides are uncovered that contain only a radiogenically-derived isotope of Os—$^{187}\text{Os}$. These minerals contain no ‘common’ or unradiogenic Os, which indicates that at the time of incorporation into the diamond the sulfide contained only Re and an unmeasurably small amount of Os. In a study of sulfides from the De Beers Pool diamonds in Kimberley (South Africa), Richardson et al. (2001) discovered five sulfide inclusions with these characteristics. These sulfides were so overspiked with the typical $^{190}\text{Os}$ spike that error magnification leads to large uncertainties in the exceptionally low Os concentrations. In this situation, $^{187}\text{Re}/^{188}\text{Os}$ values become extraordinarily high ($\gg 10,000$) and fail to plot on conventional isochron diagrams with normal samples (cf. Richardson et al. 2001). Sulfides like these appear to be rare but they present an interesting case study in dating methodology.

**Core–rim ages.** A common question that arises is how long it takes for a diamond to crystallize. When a diamond has grown with the fortuitous entrapment of several inclusions in different locations relative to the core and rim of the diamond, the minimum time for a diamond’s growth can be estimated from the core–rim ages. The most detailed examples of this approach are on diamonds from the Siberian and Kalahari cratons. Wiggers de Vries et al. (2013) documented two main episodes of diamond crystallization (~2.1–1.8 Ga and ~1.0–0.9 Ga) in the Siberian craton (23rd Party Congress, Mir, and Udachnaya kimberlites). One diamond, sample 4239, had sulfides defining an isochron at the older, Paleoproterozoic
age in the core as well as sulfides defining the younger Mesoproterozoic isochron age in the rim. These age differences confirm that this diamond took around 1 billion years to form, probably in two distinct growth pulses of much shorter duration. Similarly, multiple episodes of diamond formation are present at Letlhakane and Orapa, with two diamonds containing inclusions in different growth zones showing age differences up to 2 b.y. (Timmerman et al. 2017). Sample LK75 from Letlhakane had a clinopyroxene in an intermediate growth zone that falls along a 2.3 Ga isochron and a garnet in the rim that falls along a 0.25 Ga isochron. Sample OR02 from Orapa had a garnet in an inner zone that falls along a 1.1 Ga isochron, and a garnet in the rim that is within error of the kimberlite eruption age.

These results demonstrate that these diamonds are aggregated products of at least two episodes of diamond growth. Unfortunately, these ages do not reveal the crystallographic growth rate of the diamond over a billion years. Such composite diamond crystals seem to be the norm—as can be seen from CL textural studies of many diamonds from kimberlites worldwide, where the most striking examples are monocrystalline diamonds with younger fibrous overgrowths (e.g., Petts et al. 2016; see also Jacob and Mikhail 2022, this volume; Weiss et al. 2022, this volume). Even if one were to obtain a perfect diamond where the intricate growth zones contained inclusions that were spaced at just the right interval to determine a zone-to-zone age, it is likely that the uncertainties for each zone would overlap enough to preclude the determination of a growth rate.

Mineral isochrons. The gold standard for dating a diamond is the ‘mineral isochron’ approach, explained in more detail in the ‘Principles’ section above. The value of mineral isochrons from single diamonds comes from the proximity of the mineral grains, which enhances the likelihood that they were in isotopic equilibrium at the time of closure of the isotopic system. In diamonds containing inclusions that define mineral isochrons, the date obtained is the time of system closure and the age of formation of the diamond because it records the blocking of interdiffusion between the mineral grains by the diamond.

Yellow, Type Ib alluvial diamonds from Zimmi (Sierra Leone) provide one of the clearest mineral isochron examples (Fig. 14). Smit et al. (2016) analyzed three different diamonds each with 3–4 separate sulfide inclusions, and each diamond yielded a 650 Ma age regression from its own ‘linear data array’ whose individual uncertainties overlapped. Each diamond has a high but not identical initial $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ (between 1.5 and 2.2) so it is not sensible to include all the data in one regression. Even with these differences in the initial $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$, this high or so-called ‘radiogenic’ $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ requires long-term evolution of the sulfides in a high Re/Os eclogitic host and confirms that the Zimmi diamonds all formed during one diamond-forming episode in the continental lithospheric mantle.

![Figure 14. Three Zimmi diamonds—each with three to four sulfide inclusions—yielding identical 650 Ma ages. These data have too much scatter to meet the requirements for true isochrons, but are termed ‘linear data arrays’. Scatter is likely due to partial isotopic re-equilibration of pre-existing sulfides at the time of encapsulation in the diamond. Where not visible, uncertainties are smaller than the size of the symbol. Modified from Smit et al. (2016).](image-url)
In peridotitic diamonds from the Ekati mine in the Slave craton, Westerlund et al. (2006) obtained sulfide Re–Os isochrons on five separate diamonds with 2–3 inclusions per diamond—all of which can be combined to give an aggregate 3523 ± 170 Ma isochron with 11 inclusions (Fig. 15). Because the sulfide isochrons can be regressed together with the inclusions from other diamonds, this multi-phase isochron firmly establishes the age of the oldest diamonds ever dated. Equally important, the elevated initial $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os of the isochron is based on inclusions that crystallized in the outer growth zones of the diamonds—not their cores. This textural evidence supports the interpretation that the last stage of diamond growth was from fluids that had incorporated some radiogenic crustal Os derived from the recycling of oceanic lithosphere. The local vs global scale implications of this recycling are a source of debate.

**Figure 15.** Re–Os isochron plots from sulfide inclusions in diamonds and harzburgites from the Ekati mine (Westerlund et al. 2006) and olivine xenocrysts from the Diavik mine (Aulbach et al. 2004). The Ekati and Diavik mines are both in the Lac de Gras area of the Slave craton and appear to contain diamonds of similar age range hosted in Paleoarchean lithospheric mantle. **a)** Eleven sulfides from five diamonds chosen for their co-linearity on the isochron plot. Three of these diamonds each have multiple inclusions which support the eleven-inclusion array as indicating that these diamonds formed at the same time from a fluid that equilibrated isotopically at the time of diamond crystallization. Note that this fluid has an initial $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os that is significantly enriched relative to a depleted mantle that had evolved with a chondritic $^{187}$Re/$^{188}$Os.

**b, c)** Detail of the three diamonds with sulfide mineral isochrons are shown in these two Re–Os isochron panels. **d)** Sulfides in individual olivine grains from Diavik have a similar age to the diamonds from Ekati, and a similar $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os to the more scattered harzburgite xenoliths from Ekati (Westerlund et al. 2006). This corroborates the age of the lithospheric mantle in the Lac de Gras region and the enriched initial $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os of the diamond-forming fluid that percolated through the lithospheric mantle beneath Ekati. These datasets show the importance of being able to obtain mineral isochrons or linear data arrays to bolster the accuracy of initial isotopic compositions.
Occasionally during sample preparation, a sulfide inclusion will break into several pieces leading to a serendipitous variant of the mineral isochron. Richardson et al. (2001) showed that two pieces from a single sulfide plotted on a single mineral isochron giving an age within uncertainty of the 85 Ma kimberlite eruption age. The weighted average of the two grains plotted on the $2.89 \pm 0.26 \text{ Ga}$ aggregate isochron for the single sulfides from 11 individual diamonds from Kimberley. This kind of mineral isochron is strong evidence that the inclusions remain totally isolated from alteration (and potential Re addition) during kimberlite eruption and throughout the 85 million years since. The exsolution of a monosulfide to an assemblage of sulfide minerals, each of which partitions the parent and daughter isotopes differently, will produce data that fall off isochrons unless the entire assemblage is extracted and analyzed as discussed above. Striving to recover as much of the sulfide inclusion as possible is critical to obtaining accurate ages.

**Multiple diamond ages**

When the supply of diamonds with inclusions is plentiful, a good test of a meaningful age is the adherence of the data to linearity on an isochron plot. This test is widely used in geochronology because it signifies that the individual minerals in igneous rocks or different rocks in an igneous complex were in isotopic equilibrium at the time of closure of the isotopic system. In other words, the diffusion length scale through the melt for equilibration before closure was much larger than the distance between the individual minerals or rocks. When these conditions are met or at least can be evaluated rigorously by the fit to linearity, a true ‘isochron’ is obtained. In the case of inclusions, system closure is obtained by encapsulation within diamonds.

For suites of monocrystalline diamonds, the very low occurrence of sulfide and silicate inclusions within run-of-mine production implies that the majority of diamonds were growing apart in the mantle such that the inclusions might not have been in isotopic equilibrium, except through contact with diamond-forming fluids. Thus, data on an isochron diagram are unlikely to meet the true geochronological definition of an isochron or pass tests of rigorous fit to linearity. Instead, the term ‘linear data array’ is used, to clearly differentiate data sets with more scatter than true isochrons.

**Composite isochron (linear data array) ages.** The composite isochron age approach using combined Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr systems was adopted in the early 1990s for dating lherzolitic diamonds from Cullinan (Richardson et al. 1993) and harzburgitic-to-lherzolitic diamonds from Udachnaya (Richardson and Harris 1997). At that time, composites of tens of mostly small inclusions (average weight = 20 \text{ \mu g}) were required to obtain enough material for sufficiently precise Nd and Sr isotope analysis by ID-TIMS. In principle, compositing or grouping of cogenetic inclusions with a range in major and trace element concentrations can reduce the spread in Sm/Nd ratio but will not affect the overall isochron relationship, so long as the inclusions are cogenetic and had the same initial isotope ratio. In practice, if non-cogenetic inclusions are composited, important information about multiple diamond-forming events at a single locality may be lost.

The most important feature of lherzolitic diamond suites (i.e., containing calcic Cr-pyrope and Cr-diopside) for dating purposes is the observed spread in Sm/Nd ratio of garnet inclusions which is positively correlated with calcium content and differs from pyroxene; Cr-pyrope acquires the highest and Cr-diopside the lowest Sm/Nd ratios. In the Cullinan study (Richardson et al. 1993), individual inclusions were grouped in different categories based on Ca, Cr, Ti and Na contents measured by electron microprobe on tiny fragments of each inclusion (Richardson et al. 1993), a more precise refinement of the previous selection method by optical properties. The best-defined lherzolitic garnet category had significant Ti and Na contents (up to 0.9\% \text{ TiO}_2, 0.2\% \text{ Na}_2\text{O}) and a distinctive reddish tinge. In rare bimineralic inclusion-bearing diamonds, this variety of garnet can be seen to coexist with bright emerald-green diopside with correspondingly higher Ti, Al, Cr and Na contents than pale emerald-
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green diopside that can be paired with more calcic, pale-purple lherzolitic garnets. The best-defined lherzolitic garnet–diopside pair of composites gave a two-point Sm–Nd isochron age of 1.93 ± 0.04 Ga. The other three lherzolitic garnet composites with intermediate Sm–Nd ratios also lie on this isochron within larger analytical errors. However, the garnet and clinopyroxene composites show a significantly large range in initial $^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}$ ratio (0.7037–0.7058). In particular, the garnet composites with lower Sr contents extend to the higher end of this range, suggesting the presence of one or more grains with radiogenic Sr.

This compositional variability is not unexpected given the formation of lherzolitic diamonds in pre-existing continental lithospheric mantle via melt metasomatism of refractory garnet harzburgite laced with radiogenic Sr (Richardson et al. 1984), resulting in small-scale variability in initial isotope ratio for inclusions from different diamonds. The more conservative five-point Sm–Nd isochron age of 1.94 ± 0.10 Ga (Richardson et al. 1993) lies close to a 2.054 Ga U–Pb zircon age for the Merensky Reef of the Bushveld Complex (Scoates and Friedman 2008), suggesting that the Archean harzburgitic continental lithosphere was modified by Bushveld-type magmas (Richardson et al. 1993; Shirey et al. 2002; Richardson and Shirey 2008). Further Sm–Nd and Rb–Sr work on individual inclusions from global lherzolitic diamond localities is clearly warranted.

Age arrays from single inclusions in multiple diamonds. It is extremely rare to find multiple large inclusions within a single growth zone in one diamond. For this reason, it is the more usual case to analyze individual inclusions from different diamonds to obtain age constraints. The main requirements for a true isochron in all radiogenic isotope systems (see above), are that the inclusions are cogenetic, that they had identical initial radiogenic isotope ratios, and that the system remained closed and has not been disturbed since isotopic closure.

However, for inclusions in diamonds these conditions are often not precisely met. Observed variability is often greater than can be explained from experimental (analytical) uncertainty alone, especially due to the high analytical precision and sensitivity of modern mass spectrometry compared to older studies. This is usually attributed to the ‘geological uncertainty’ that encompasses the natural variability of non-touching mineral grains that actually could have been tens of meters apart in the mantle. The uncertainties associated with these assumptions are discussed above in Section ‘Sources of uncertainty when determining diamond ages’. The resulting isochrons are referred to as ‘over-dispersed’, with the variability likely coming from a variation in the initial isotopic ratio, e.g., due to incomplete isotopic re-equilibration (Fig. 2).

A cogenetic relationship for individual inclusions can be evaluated based on the characteristics of the host diamond growth zone—C isotopic compositions, N aggregation characteristics and subtle N abundance variations in growth zones as imaged by cathodoluminescence—or the compositions of the inclusions to be dated. Dating sulfide versus silicate minerals requires different approaches to evaluating that they belong to the same diamond generation event. The studies on Slave craton diamonds by Westerlund et al. (2006) and Siberian diamonds by Wiggers de Vries et al. (2013) are good examples of the latter feature; multiple inclusions in diamonds were extracted and correlated directly with separate episodes of fluid influx and hence diamond growth that could be seen as isotopically distinct or revealing significant differences in age for different zones (see section on ‘core to rim analyses’ above). ‘Linear data arrays’ of Re/$^{188}\text{Os}$ versus $^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}$ have provided valid ages from the world’s most significant diamond localities (see worldwide data compilation in Smit et al. 2021). Diamond ages ranging from the Paleoarchean through to the Neoproterozoic and even Mesozoic have been obtained, which mostly correlate to known geological processes (see section ‘Geological applications: What diamonds and their ages have revealed’).

For sulfides, it is critical before isotopic analysis to ascertain the peridotitic ([Ni] typically > ~6 wt%) vs. eclogitic ([Ni] typically < ~6 wt%) paragenesis by a non-destructive analytical technique, such as energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis on polished diamond plates or isolated sulfide grains released from the diamond. Besides being a first-order screen for potential
co-genesis, the paragenesis of the sulfide is critical to estimating the Os content of the sulfide so that an isotopic spike of the right concentration can be used in isotope dilution analyses.

For silicates, $^{147}\text{Sm}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ versus $^{143}\text{Nd}/^{144}\text{Nd}$ arrays are made from single garnet and clinopyroxene inclusions that are grouped at least by similar chemical characteristics in the same manner as composite isochron ages. In the study by Timmerman et al. (2017), eclogitic inclusions were additionally grouped by similar diamond host growth structure, nitrogen aggregation state, trace element abundances, and strontium isotope compositions. In the study by Koornneef et al. (2017) different peridotitic diamond populations from Venetia were distinguished by Sm–Nd depleted mantle model ages and subsequently by Ca contents of garnets. The group with model ages of $3.0 \pm 0.1$ Ga and CaO contents $< 2.5$ wt% had trace element patterns with higher LREE and lower HREE relative to the group with $1.1 \pm 0.2$ Ga model ages and CaO $> 2.5$ wt%. This resulted in two isochron ages (2.95 and 1.15 Ga) similar to the model ages. While some other Venetia garnet inclusions fall onto these isochrons, their model ages and/or different REE patterns do not justify including them. The difference between the mixed Sm–Nd isochron array at $2.30 \pm 0.04$ Ga of pooled inclusions from Venetia (Richardson et al. 2009) and isochron arrays of $2.95 \pm 0.07$ and $1.15 \pm 0.11$ Ga from individual inclusions (Koornneef et al. 2017) showcase the differences that can exist between composited grains and single grains on an isochron or ‘linear data array’ (Fig. 16). In the former study, inclusions from diamonds of different ages might get combined; in the latter study, an atypical inclusion in one diamond might control the age obtained. In both cases, best practice dictates the use of other compositional information (e.g., mineral chemistry, Sr isotopic composition, diamond type and C isotopic composition) to regress inclusions from diamonds that have grown in the same episode of fluid infiltration. Of course, the main goal is to be able to resolve these different episodes as distinct outside the age uncertainties of each isochron.

![Figure 16. Samarium–Nd isochrons for peridotitic diamonds from Venetia (Kaapvaal craton). Garnet inclusions with similar Ca content and REE characteristics, from diamonds with similar δ13C-values, form two distinct ‘linear data arrays’ at ~2.95 and 1.15 Ga (Koornneef et al. 2017). Three groups of composite garnet inclusions plot along a ~2.3 Ga ‘linear data array’ that is intermediate between arrays obtained from individual inclusions (Richardson et al. 2009). There are additional inclusion data from Venetia that do not fit these two events. See text for further discussion.](image)

**Practical definition for geologically meaningful diamond ages**

Our discussion of diamond geochronology so far raises the question of what geological events are being dated with any ages, whether they are ‘model ages’, ‘single diamond ages’, or ‘linear data arrays’. Diamonds crystallize from carbon- and nitrogen-bearing fluids that pass though peridotites and eclogites. Isotopic closure is obtained when diamond grows and encapsulates the inclusion (see Stachel et al. 2022b, this volume for various diamond formation mechanisms), and essentially stops diffusive exchange between the inclusion and other minerals in the host rock or the fluid. For a ‘model age’ from an inclusion in a diamond to represent the time of diamond formation, it should be considered as the time that the inclusion was in equilibrium with
a defined reservoir (such as an estimated mantle composition). It is then assumed that this time is similar to the time of encapsulation in the diamond. For any ‘single diamond age’ obtained from multiple inclusions (core-to-rim, mineral isochron) or ‘linear data array’ age, we must be dating individual sulides or silicates that have shared a common geological history.

Since the overall goal of these different types of ages is to determine the time of diamond formation, the geological prehistory of any protogenetic (pre-existing) inclusion is secondary compared to the time of encapsulation by diamond as given by the model age, the core-to-rim age, the mineral isochron age, or the age of the linear data array. Considering the haphazard nature of mantle sampling during a kimberlitic eruption, the chaotic nature of diamond transport in the rising kimberlitic magma, and the distances over which an eruption occurs, it is remarkable that linear age arrays in suites of xenocrystic diamonds exist at all. The final important test is to see if the determined radiometric ages fit into the larger geodynamic history that might indicate when metasomatism and accompanying melts and fluids invaded the continental lithospheric mantle.

Diamond encapsulation shuts down parent–daughter fractionation and diffusive re-equilibration on the mineral inclusion scale—an event that can be dated geochronologically. Geological and experimental studies show that the dynamic nature of the mantle produces the melts/fluids that make diamonds in two basic ways: the dehydration of altered and hydrated slabs when they subduct into the mantle or the generation of melts/fluids during the adiabatic ascent of mantle plumes/upwellings. Often the age of the events that are capable of producing diamond-forming fluids can be determined independently through paleomagnetism studies, plate reconstructions, timing of volcanism, crustal evolution histories, or continental collision events. The alignment of the timing of such events with the ages obtained from diamond geochronology is tacit supporting evidence for the veracity of the diamond ages. Good examples from the Kaapvaal, Siberian, Slave, and West African cratons are given below.

**Indirect evidence for the antiquity of diamonds**

Besides the practical geological tests described above—meaning that the determined ages fit within the larger regional geological framework—there is abundant indirect and non-inclusion evidence that diamonds are indeed as old as the ages given by radiometric age determinations. Consideration of this evidence is useful in light of the generally accepted protogenecity of many inclusions, and previous arguments that diamonds are much younger than the inclusions that they host (e.g., Navon 1999; Spetsius et al. 2002).

**Diamond deposit age.** The first line of evidence is the occurrence of diamonds in volcaniclastic and sedimentary rocks that are known to be Archean and Proterozoic. Note though, that diamonds purportedly found as micro-inclusions in 4.252–3.058 Ga detrital zircon from the Jack Hills metasedimentary belt in Australia (Menneken et al. 2007) have since been identified as laboratory contamination (Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 2014).

The oldest known diamond-bearing sedimentary rocks are the 2.89–2.82 Ga gold-bearing Central Rand sequence of the Witwatersrand basin in South Africa (Wagner 1914; Williams 1932; Raal 1969). Diamond association with typical diamond indicator minerals was suggested to point to a kimberlitic source rock (Helmstaedt et al. 2010 and references therein). A similar association of diamonds and indicator minerals has recently been reported from 2.85 Ga conglomerates from the northern Slave craton (Timmerman et al. 2020). Diamonds in the 2.75 Ga Fortescue Group conglomerates in the Hamersley basin of the Pilbara craton in western Australia were linked to the recycling of diamond detritus into a once continuous basin connecting the Pilbara and Kaapvaal cratons (Helmstaedt et al. 2010).

Archean diamonds also occur in the Michipicoten greenstone belt in the Wawa-Abitibi Terrane of the Superior craton (Canada). Diamonds occur in 2.74–2.68 Ga lamprophyre dikes and metaconglomerates, and carry inclusions compositionally similar to diamonds from the worldwide cratonic lithospheric mantle (Stachel et al. 2006; Helmstaedt et al. 2010; Kopylova et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2012). The continental lithospheric mantle at 2.7 Ga could be shown to
be exceptionally thick (300 km) and refractory based on majorite components in harzburgitic garnet inclusions (Stachel et al. 2006), suggesting formation of a diamondiferous cratonic nucleus prior to 2.7 Ga amalgamation of the Superior craton (Stachel et al. 2006; Kopylova et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2012). Other work on Wawa diamonds showed a high proportion of mixed peridotitic and eclogitic inclusions in a single diamond, tentatively ascribed to mixing of subducted oceanic crust and mantle in a subduction environment (De Stefano et al. 2006). This is in accord with a potential subduction imprint revealed by slightly heavy C-isotopes of octahedral diamonds (Stachel et al. 2006).

In northern Brazil, Venezuela and Guyana, diamonds and gold are mined from the Roraima supergroup 1.95–1.78 Ga, although the diamonds appear to derive from >1.98 Ga conglomerates in the Arai Formation (Meyer and McCallum 1993; Reis et al. 2017; Bassoo et al. 2021). These diamonds have predominantly peridotitic inclusions, with a minor eclogitic population (Bassoo et al. 2021).

The Marange diamonds in eastern Zimbabwe occur in >1.1 Ga conglomerates of the Umkondo Group, and have also been locally deposited into softer Quaternary sediments (Hanson et al. 2004; Moore et al. 2009). The kimberlite source(s) for the diamonds have not been found and the age of the diamonds is unknown. However, from the age of the Umkondo conglomerates the diamonds are at least Proterozoic.

Although the vast majority of kimberlites have Phanerozoic ages, some diamondiferous kimberlites (e.g., 1.2 Ga Premier in South Africa; 1.1 Ga Wajrakarur in India and 1.1 Ga Kyle Lake in Canada; compilation in Kjarsgaard et al. (2022, this volume), and the richly diamondiferous Argyle lamproite in western Australia (Jaques et al. 1990) were emplaced in the Proterozoic, providing incontrovertible evidence for the antiquity of the diamonds contained therein.

**Nitrogen aggregation state.** The level of nitrogen aggregation in the diamond lattice provides an independent indication of the billion-year geological history of most diamonds. Substitution of nitrogen atoms into the diamond lattice, and later diffusion into aggregated nitrogen is described in detail in Green et al. (2022, this volume) to which the reader is directed for background. Diffusion of isolated substitutional nitrogen (\(N_0^S–C\) centers) and aggregation to 2\(N\) (A centers) and \(N_4^V\) (B centers with a vacancy – V) is dependent on three variables: temperature, time and nitrogen concentration. Concentration of A and B centers can be relatively well constrained using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. However, without information about the average temperature a diamond experienced over its geological history, nitrogen aggregation state can only be a blunt and imprecise chronometer at best.

For example, constructed isotherms for varying mantle residence times show that 1-billion-year time variation gives less than 50 °C temperature variation, which is smaller than the overall uncertainties for most geothermometers (Nimis 2022, this volume). Similarly, the presence of relatively unaggregated A centers in a diamond cannot be used as evidence for ‘young’ diamond growth, since aggregation is much more dependent on temperature. The oldest dated diamonds from Ekati retain relatively unaggregated nitrogen (<30% B centers) over their 3.5 billion-year mantle history, likely due to their residence in a shallower (cooler) part of the Slave continental lithospheric mantle (Westerlund et al. 2006).

Despite these caveats, using the average temperatures for diamond growth obtained from mineral inclusions along with nitrogen aggregation characteristics in the host diamond (Stachel 2014; Nimis 2022, this volume), the billion-year mantle residence history of the majority of lithospheric Type IaAB diamonds is fully supported.

**Retarded isotopic growth of inclusions versus mantle minerals.** Another independent measure of diamond antiquity comes from the general isotopic uniqueness of mineral grains
included in diamonds observed by Richardson et al. (1984) who compared harzburgitic garnet inclusions from diamonds from Finsch ($^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}_i = 0.7037$) and Kimberley ($^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}_i = 0.7062$) with similar concentrate garnets separated from the Finsch ($^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}_i = 0.7073$ to 0.7321) and Bultfontein ($^{87}\text{Sr}/^{86}\text{Sr}_i = 0.7102$ to 0.7551) kimberlites (Fig. 5). The large difference in initial Sr isotopic composition indicated billions of years of encapsulation of the inclusion minerals in their diamond host compared to unencapsulated garnets of similar composition, especially at the very low measured $^{87}\text{Rb}/^{86}\text{Sr}$. This difference supported the more precise 3.4–3.3 Ga Sm–Nd model ages obtained on the harzburgitic garnet inclusions (that indicate the minimum age for the western Kaapvaal lithosphere). Pearson and Shirey (1999) summarized the Sr isotopic data for peridotitic and eclogitic garnet inclusion suites from Premier, Udachnaya, Orapa, and Argyle (Richardson 1986; Richardson et al. 1990, 1993, 1998; Richardson and Harris 1997), and noted that long lithospheric mantle residence time of billions of years is implicit in the Sr isotopic data and supports the Sm–Nd isochrons of these studies.

GEOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS:
WHAT DIAMONDS AND THEIR AGES HAVE REVEALED

Detrital diamond deposits: provenance, glaciation, geomorphology, and plate reconstruction

Prior to the discovery of kimberlites in the Kimberley area of South Africa in 1871, all historical diamonds were recovered from alluvial deposits, most notably occurrences in India (e.g., Krishna River) and Borneo, Kalimantan Province (e.g., Spencer et al. 1988 and references therein). Alluvial diamond deposits are now known from many cratonic regions worldwide (Kjarsgaard et al. 2022, this volume). In some cases, the alluvial diamond deposits can be traced back to primary kimberlite or related rock sources (e.g., Kwango River – Lunda Norte kimberlites, Angola). However, many detrital diamond deposits have no clear relationships to known primary sources. Well documented examples include the deposits along the West Coast of southern Africa, alluvial occurrences across southeast Asia, southeast Australia, the Ural Mountains in Russia, the Krishna River in India, the Yuan region of China, and the Paraná Basin in Brazil (Kjarsgaard et al. 2022, this volume). These so-called ‘headless’ placers have generated significant controversy and have spawned a number of ‘non-traditional’ explanations for the source(s) of these diamonds. These include primary rock types other than kimberlites/lamproites and alternative diamond formation theories, for example, subduction in eastern Australia and Kalimantan, obduction of ophiolite complexes and meteorite impact (White et al. 2016 and references therein).

Determining the source(s) of detrital diamond deposits is important to exploration for primary diamond occurrences. Detrital sources also provide information on past kimberlite and related rock eruption episodes, erosional histories across source continental terranes, paleo-drainage patterns, glacial movements and the tectonic evolution of affected terranes. Conversely, knowledge of the age of the source kimberlites and/or related rocks provides an important constraint on the provenance of detrital diamonds. The actual host rocks of detrital diamonds provide minimum age constraints on the primary source(s) of contained diamonds. This information is particularly important for older sediments, given the limited number of available primary sources. In some cases, maximum age constraints have been provided by $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ analyses of clinopyroxene inclusions extracted from detrital diamonds.

Application of the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method to provenance studies. The $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ method presents an important tool for constraining the provenance of detrital diamond populations because it provides ages on single diamonds with silicate inclusions. While these genesis ages can be complicated by the loss of Ar to the diamond–inclusion interface during diamond residence in the mantle, or accumulation of pre-eruption Ar in lattice defects in the diamond, these ages can be useful when there is only partial Ar loss (Bulanova et al. 2004; Burgess et al. 2004; Phillips et al. 2004; Phillips and Harris 2008).
The basis for interpretation of $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages obtained from detrital diamonds stems from a study of Orapa mine diamonds (Phillips and Harris 2008) where it was shown that many $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages on clinopyroxene approached the age of the host kimberlite. In this study, eclogitic clinopyroxene inclusions were extracted from 26 diamonds. Of these, 35% (9 of 26) yielded $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages within error of the age of the Orapa kimberlite (~90 Ma) (Phillips and Harris 2008). The remaining inclusions gave older apparent ages, up to $436 \pm 84$ Ma ($2\sigma$). Overall, 77% (20 of 36) of inclusion ages were within 50 Ma, and 92% (33 of 36) within 100 million years, of the age of the Orapa eruption event. Therefore, $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages obtained from clinopyroxene inclusions represent maximum estimates for the time of source kimberlite eruption, although the youngest ages may approximate the time of kimberlite eruption. In the case of multiple diamond populations, only the youngest detrital population, or populations separated by ~100 million years, may be resolvable.

This novel $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ approach has been used to constrain the provenance of detrital diamonds from the West Coast of southern Africa (Namibia; Namaqualand, South Africa), the Urals in Russia, the NW Province alluvial deposits in South Africa and the Copeton alluvial deposit in Australia. Each of these deposits is discussed in turn.

**Revealing southern African paleo-drainage systems.** Extensive diamond placer deposits are located along the west coasts of Namibia and Namaqualand (South Africa), with >120 million carats of gem-quality diamonds recovered (Oosterveld 2003). Considerable controversy exists as to the provenance of these deposits. The interior of Namibia hosts several kimberlite localities, but none are diamondiferous. The nearest primary diamond-bearing occurrences are located more than 700 km inland, on the Kalahari craton. This cratonic area hosts numerous kimberlites, with emplacement ages ranging from ~1350 Ma to ~80 Ma (Kjarsgaard et al. 2022, this volume). The two main competing theories for the origin of the West coast diamonds involve either: 1) erosion of distal Cretaceous/Jurassic kimberlites and orangeites, and transport of the diamonds to the West Coast via the paleo-Orange River (e.g., de Wit 1993, 1999; Bluck et al. 2005); or 2) recent erosion of Permo-Carboniferous (~300 Ma) glacial deposits (Dwyka Group), with the primary source of the diamonds being pre-Dwyka kimberlites on the Kalahari craton (e.g., Van Wyk and Pienaar 1986; Maree 1987, 1988; Moore and Moore 2004).

Phillips and Harris (2009) conducted $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ step-heating experiments on 50 peridotitic and eclogitic clinopyroxene inclusions from Namibian diamond production. Ages ranged from $62 \pm 30$ Ma to $1441 \pm 700$ Ma, with the majority of ages <300 Ma. These data indicate that the majority of West Coast diamonds could not have been sourced from the Dwyka glacial deposits but were sourced from post-Dwyka kimberlites/lamproites. In addition, six inclusions yielded ages unique to Cretaceous (90–80 Ma) kimberlites on the Kalahari Craton. The authors concluded that the Namibian diamonds likely originated from erosion of Cretaceous/Jurassic kimberlites and/or lamproites (previously termed ‘orangeites’ or ‘Group II kimberlites’) located on the western part of the Kalahari Craton, with only minor contributions possible from syn-Karoo (e.g., Jwaneng, Botswana) and/or pre-Karoo (e.g., Venetia, National) kimberlites.

$^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ analyses of clinopyroxene inclusions extracted from Namaqualand diamonds (West Coast, South Africa) were conducted in two batches, the first using an older generation single-collector mass spectrometer and the latter using a state-of-the-art multi-collector mass spectrometer (Phillips et al. 2018). The two batches yielded similar results, with apparent ages ranging from $118 \pm 44$ to $3684 \pm 191$ Ma and $121 \pm 15$ Ma to $689 \pm 5$ Ma, respectively. Similar to the Namibia study, the majority of Namaqualand inclusions (88%) gave ages consistent with an origin from post-Dwyka kimberlites/orangeites, with few (if any) diamonds originating from >500 Ma kimberlites. However, in this case, no inclusion ages could be uniquely assigned to Cretaceous age Kalahari Craton kimberlites. Therefore, it was concluded that the Namaqualand diamonds were mainly sourced from older Cretaceous/Jurassic (~200–115 Ma) orangeites (also known as Group II kimberlites) and transported to the West Coast via the paleo-Karoo River (de Wit et al. 1992). In contrast, the Namibian diamonds appear to
have been sourced from both Cretaceous/Jurassic kimberlites (~90–80 Ma) and orogenites (~200–115 Ma) and were transported to the Namibian coast by the paleo-Kalahari River, which captured the paleo-Karoo River and formed a pre-cursor to the modern Orange River.

**New diamond sources in the East European craton.** Alluvial diamond deposits occur along the western margin of the Middle and North Ural Mountains in Russia and are located in Devonian (~400 Ma) sediments of the Takaty Formation (Kukharenko 1955; Bekker et al. 1970). Re–Os analyses of eclogitic sulfide inclusions from several diamonds produced an isochron age of 1280 ± 310 Ma (2σ), interpreted as the age of diamond formation (Laiginhas et al. 2009). $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar analyses of eclogitic clinopyroxene inclusions from five Urals alluvial diamonds produced similar ages averaging 472 ± 28 Ma (2σ). These data constrain the ages of source kimberlites/lamproites to ~500–400 Ma. As there are no known kimberlites/lamproites of this age in the region, Laiginhas et al. (2009) suggested the existence of undiscovered primary sources in the Volga-Uralia terrane of the East European Craton.

**Glacial transport of diamonds in South Africa and Australia.** Several alluvial diamond deposits occur in the North West Province of South Africa. These include unusual diamond-bearing gravels in the Lichtenburg-Ventersdorp area, which occur within sinuous ridges and in sinkholes above an erosional surface of the ~2.7 Ga Malmani dolomites (de Wit 2016 and references therein). Based on agate populations as well as Cambrian ‘mantle’ zircon ages of 664–489 Ma, and a $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar clinopyroxene inclusion age of ~ 600 Ma, de Wit (2016) concluded that the diamonds were transported from Cambrian age kimberlites by Dwyka glaciers and deposited in paleo-eskers, to form the sinuous ridges in the area.

The Copeton alluvial diamond occurrence in New South Wales (Australia) is associated with Tertiary gravels underlying Tertiary basalts. The gravels are devoid of kimberlitic indicator minerals and some of the diamonds contain unusual calc-silicate mineral inclusions (Burgess et al. 1998; Davies et al. 2002). This has led to suggestions that the diamonds might be derived from local Tertiary leucitite and/or basaltic volcanism, with the diamonds originally formed in subducted oceanic slabs (Taylor 1990; Sutherland et al. 1994; Barron et al. 1998, 2011). Pearson et al. (1998a) obtained 3.4 and 2.1 Ga model ages from two peridotitic sulfides from Copeton diamonds, suggesting that they were of cratonic origin. Burgess et al. (1998) obtained $^{40}$Ar/$^{39}$Ar ages from three clinopyroxene inclusions from two diamonds, all of which yielded similar ages averaging 340 ± 28 Ma. This result was considered to represent the age of the source kimberlite/lamproite. Given the lack of kimberlites/lamproites in the region, the absence of kimberlitic indicator minerals and the well-sorted nature of the diamond population, Burgess et al. (1998) raised the possibility that the Copeton diamonds could have originated from Antarctica, with subsequent northward transportation by Permian age glaciers.

**Diamond ages and craton evolution**

A worldwide association between ancient cratons and diamond occurrences has long been known (e.g., Kennedy 1964; Clifford 1966; Gurney and Switzer 1973; Boyd and Gurney 1986). Typical usage of the term ‘craton’ refers to ancient portions of the Earth’s crust that have been stable since 2.5 Ga, even though early work recognized the association of diamonds with ancient cratons of at least 1.5 Ga age (Kennedy 1964; Clifford 1966). This strict usage based on age is problematic since many ‘cratons’ worldwide actually show significant evidence for later reworking during the Proterozoic and Phanerozoic. Instead of crustal age, an updated definition of ‘craton’ uses thickness of the stabilizing lithospheric mantle below continental crust, visualized through fast seismic shear wave speeds in global seismic velocity models. In the updated definition, cratons are regions of the Earth’s continental crust that are underlain by 150–200 km thick continental lithospheric mantle providing long-term stability since at least 1 Ga (Pearson et al. 2021). Using this updated definition, around 63% of exposed continental crust and 18% of Earth’s surface can be considered to be cratonic.
The association of diamonds with cratonic regions, and the intersection of peridotite-derived conductive geotherms with the diamond stability field, led to the suggestion that diamonds reside in the lithospheric mantle beneath cratons (e.g., Sobolev 1977; Boyd et al. 1985; Boyd and Gurney 1986; Haggerty 1986). The first sulfide Pb–Pb ages (Kramers 1979) and the first harzburgitic-garnet-inclusion-based diamond ages proved that diamonds originate in old lithospheric mantle (Richardson et al. 1984).

Diamonds have formed through nearly all of Earth’s history (Figs. 17, 18), in distinct episodes that can often be linked to larger-scale tectonic processes (Richardson et al. 2004; Pearson and Wittig 2008; Shirey and Richardson 2011; Howell et al. 2020). Diamonds, and their formation ages, are the ideal time-resolved mantle samples that can provide an overview of continent formation and evolution. A classic example is how the creation, assembly, and modification of the Kaapvaal-Zimbabwe craton is reflected in the age and chemistry of multiple generations of diamonds formed and stored in its lithospheric mantle (Shirey et al. 2002, 2004).

Models for the formation of the thick buoyant lithospheric mantle beneath stable cratons range from horizontal tectonic processes, such as compressional thickening (Jordan 1978;
Wang et al. 2018; Pearson et al. 2021) accompanying Wilson cycle continental collision (Shirey and Richardson 2011) or stacking of subducted oceanic lithosphere (Helmstaedt and Schulze 1989; Pearson and Wittig 2008) to vertical tectonic processes, such as formation in mantle plumes (e.g., Aulbach 2012), melting at the base of oceanic plateaus (Nair and Chacko 2008; Reimink et al. 2014), or ambient mantle melting below hot ridges (Herzberg and Rudnick 2012). These divergent models have led to debate between proponents of horizontal versus vertical processes in the formation of the earliest continental lithosphere. As the only stabilized relics of mantle left from the Archean, continental lithospheric mantle and the key minerals it contains (e.g., diamonds) provide important constraints on the geodynamics of the early Earth and the onset of plate tectonics—Earth’s present, global, mantle-convection-driven process (Pearson et al. 2021).

The global record for diamond ages shows that prior to 3.0 Ga, only peridotitic diamonds formed, whereas after 3.0 Ga, eclogitic diamonds became prevalent (Figs. 17, 18). From this observation and supercontinent-style rifting of the Kaapvaal and Pilbara cratons at 3.2 Ga (Zegers et al. 1998; see summary in Van Kranendonk and Kirkland 2016), Shirey and Richardson (2011) suggested that the prevalence of eclogitic diamonds after 3.0 Ga resulted from the capture of eclogite and diamond-forming fluids in continental lithospheric mantle via subduction and continental collision, marking the onset of the Wilson cycle of plate tectonics. The absence of >3.2 Ga eclogite xenoliths and eclogitic diamonds from the lithospheric mantle in any craton may suggest that the earliest cratonic nuclei formed by non-Wilson cycle processes. Similarly, the presence of mass-independently fractionated sulfur in sulfide
inclusions from various cratons can be used to assess the role of plate tectonics in craton formation (Smit et al. 2019b). However, the absence of a true Wilson cycle does not rule out the presence of some form of more localized recycling or even shallow plate subduction, and the formation processes behind cratonic nuclei may differ from that responsible for the larger cratonic units extant today (Pearson et al. 2021).

The oldest known diamonds that inform us about the earliest craton formation processes are the 3.5–3.3 Ga Ekati and Diavik diamonds on the Slave craton (Westerlund et al. 2006; Aulbach et al. 2009c, 2011). Sulfide inclusions in diamonds from the Panda kimberlite (Ekati Mine) and their associated harzburgites have elevated initial Os isotopic compositions that are best explained by some form of crustal recycling (Fig. 15; Westerlund et al. 2006). However, the lack of both atmospherically-modified sulfur isotopes in the sulfide inclusions (Cartigny et al. 2009), and non-mantle O-isotopes in garnet peridotites (Regier et al. 2018) suggest that depleted peridotitic lithologies became part of the Slave continental lithosphere in a way that did not involve substantial surface material. This requirement is consistent with models proposed for formation of the earliest shallow Slave continental lithospheric mantle, by crust formation in an oceanic plateau setting (Reimink et al. 2014), or by collisional compression (Regier et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018), followed by thickening via underplating of plume mantle residues (Griffin et al. 1999), dated to 3.27 ± 0.34 Ga (Aulbach et al. 2004). This plume model and the suggested timing are in excellent agreement with the recently reported 3.19 ± 0.12 Ga age obtained from detrital chromite linked to komatiite magmatism in the Slave craton (Haugaard et al. 2021).

Preservation of ultra-depleted residues juxtaposed with enriched signatures in diamond forming fluids coupled with the absence of trapped and recognizable oceanic lithospheric components (e.g., eclogite, MIF-sulfur) highlights the special mix of geologic conditions that converged to form one of Earth’s earliest cratons. It is important to consider, however, that isolated evidence for Paleoarchean recycling processes in the Slave craton does not imply that Earth had already transitioned to sustained global plate tectonics.

Amalgamation of different cratonic nuclei, each with their own lithospheric mantle, into a larger stable cratonic region, a process that may well reflect the inception of the supercontinent cycle (e.g., van Kranendonk and Kirkland 2016) is reflected by diamond ages in the Kaapvaal–Zimbabwe craton. Kimberley, Bobbejaan, Jwaneng and Orapa eclogitic diamonds all record 2.9 Ga ages (Fig. 19) (Pearson et al. 1998b; Shirey et al. unpublished, 2013; Richardson et al. 2001; Richardson et al. 2004). These diamond ages overlap with the timing of subduction-collision along the Colesberg lineament that is recorded in crustal xenoliths (Schmitz et al. 2004), and the occurrence of 2.9 Ga diamondiferous eclogite xenoliths with basaltic to komatiitic compositions (Shirey et al. 2001; Menzies et al. 2003). Along with their enriched initial \(^{187}\text{Os}/^{188}\text{Os}\) and atmospherically-modified sulfur isotopes (Orapa and Jwaneng; Farquhar et al. 2002; Thomassot et al. 2009) these 2.9 Ga eclogitic diamond ages suggest the involvement of enriched recycled components during diamond formation, likely derived from subducted oceanic lithosphere involved in amalgamation of the Kimberley and Witwatersrand blocks of the Kaapvaal craton.

**Craton modification associated with diamond growth**

The continental lithospheric mantle has been recognized as an important carbon reservoir, which, after initial melt extraction imposing highly refractory and reducing conditions, was gradually re-enriched in volatiles and sulfur and re-oxidized through infiltration of fluids and melts from passive upwelling, episodically impinging plumes and subducting slabs (e.g., Foley and Fischer 2017). We now know that lithospheric diamonds form during episodes of fluid infiltration into the lithospheric mantle keel in response to large-scale geotectonic processes (Figs. 17, 18), and studies of lithospheric diamonds are the key means to look at carbon cycling between the crust and mantle over the past 3.5 billion years.
Figure 19. Eclogitic diamond formation at Orapa, Jwaneng, Bobbejaan and Kimberley (orange diamond symbols) associated with 2.9 Ga subduction and amalgamation of the Kaapvaal craton. Collision schematic from Shirey et al. (2013). See worldwide data compilation (Smit et al. 2021; https://doi.org/10.7939/DVN/DRAJGT) for an overview of all isochron ages, and their references.
Subduction along craton margins. Diamond ages have changed our thinking about the association of diamonds with ancient continental mantle keels. Contrary to traditional thinking (e.g., Clifford 1966), diamond age determinations have shown that diamonds also form during active tectonism in the orogenic belts around cratons. Incorporation of such areas into the spectrum of Earth’s lithosphere that has diamond potential has expanded diamond exploration targets and will continue to contribute to finding new economic diamond deposits (Sobolev 1985; Jaques et al. 1990). Eclogitic diamonds have become powerful tracers of supercontinent assembly, and how subduction introduces carbon-bearing fluids to the continental lithospheric mantle, thereby affecting its composition and stability (e.g., Shirey and Richardson 2011).

Perhaps the best example is the Argyle mine in Australia, where ‘subduction along the Kimberley craton edge generated the world’s biggest diamond deposit’ (Stachel et al. 2018a). Argyle is a famous supplier of pink and red diamonds (Shigley et al. 2001) and known for its exceptionally high diamond grades (Jaques et al. 1990; Rayner et al. 2018). Argyle occurs within the Proterozoic Halls Creek orogen (1.83-1.92 Ga; Hancock and Rutland 1984). The Argyle eclogitic diamonds formed at 1580 ± 30 Ma (Richardson 1986) in “close” temporal association with Halls Creek collisional processes, likely in Archean mantle (Luguet et al. 2009). On the other side of the Kimberley craton, ~20 Ma Ellendale lamproites occur in the King Leopold orogen. The lherzolitic Ellendale diamonds formed at 1426 ± 130 Ma, also in >2.9 Ga Archean mantle (Smit et al. 2010). The presence of Archean mantle below Argyle and likely Ellendale shows that early Proterozoic convergent orogens (Tyler et al. 1999; Griffin et al. 2000) play a key role in diamond formation within the cratonic mantle of the Kimberley craton, which extended beneath these areas.

Even if diamond-bearing kimberlites and lamproites do not erupt through the surface expression of an orogenic belt, there are several worldwide diamond localities that have allowed us to link diamond formation to known subduction processes along craton margins. The Diavik eclogitic diamonds formed at 1.86 ± 0.19 Ga (Aulbach et al. 2009c) coincident with collision and accretion of the Wopmay orogen along the western margin of the Slave craton (Hoffman et al. 1989), an event that is also recorded in eclogite xenoliths (Schmidberger et al. 2007; Aulbach et al. 2009b).

In southern Africa, there are several localities where diamonds formed in temporal or spatial association with the Magondi-Kheis and Namaqua-Natal orogens along the Kaapvaal craton margin. At Jaggersfontein, five eclogitic diamonds record formation at 1.65 ± 0.18 Ga associated with the Kheis orogen along the western Kaapvaal craton (Aulbach et al. 2009a). Also at Jaggersfontein, a second younger eclogitic population formed at 1070 ± 110 Ma, coincident with the Namaqua-Natal orogen along the southern Kaapvaal margin (Aulbach et al. 2009a). The effect of the Namaqua-Natal event on the continental lithospheric mantle is also evident in the diamonds from Koffiefontein (1048 ± 120 Ma; Pearson et al. 1998b) and Star (1000 ± 33 Ma; see worldwide data compilation in Smit et al. 2021; https://doi.org/10.7939/DVN/DRAJGT).

In West Africa, three eclogitic diamonds from Zimmi in Sierra Leone each yield identical ~650 Ma ages (Smit et al. 2016). Diamond formation is temporally related to subduction along the SW margin of the Man craton, recorded in the Rokelide orogen (700–550 Ma; Lytwyn et al. 2006). In Siberia, lherzolitic and eclogitic diamonds formed in the Paleoproterozoic (Richardson and Harris 1997; Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013) in association with the orogenies that created the 2.1–1.8 Ga Angara and Akitkan orogens (Cherepanova and Artemieva 2015 and references therein). In diamonds sampled by the 23rd Party Congress kimberlite, there are both 1.30 ± 0.29 Ga lherzolitic diamonds and 0.97 ± 0.31 Ga eclogitic diamonds (Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013). These Mesoproterozoic ages may be linked to subduction processes related to the assembly of the Rodinia supercontinent (Gladkochub et al. 2006).
Examples of diamond localities that occur in off-craton (or craton-margin) settings are George Creek, Sloan and other kimberlites in the Colorado–Wyoming province (Otter 1989; McCallum et al. 1991; Chinn 1995), the Prairie Creek lamproite province in Arkansas (Dunn 2003), and Buffalo Head Hills in Alberta (Banas et al. 2007). However, there are no age constraints on any of these diamonds to determine whether diamond formation occurred due to influx of subduction fluids and melts, or whether they are older diamonds that survived in the mantle through tectonic reworking. Clearly these areas should be the targets of future dating projects.

‘Non-subduction’ refertilization. Lherzolitic diamond formation is a widespread phenomenon (e.g., Richardson and Harris 1997; Smit et al. 2010; Aulbach et al. 2018) (see also worldwide data compilation in Smit et al. 2021), corresponding to ~12% of peridotitic-inclusion-bearing lithospheric diamonds and dominating the inclusion population at some locations (Stachel et al. 2018b, 2022a, this volume). Refertilization (or lherzolitization) of the initially depleted lithosphere (van Achterbergh et al. 2001; Pearson et al. 2002; Simon et al. 2007) and minor associated diamond growth likely occurred in the presence of small-volume melts, producing garnet inclusions with characteristic, generally mildly sinusoidal REE patterns (Stachel and Luth 2015). Lherzolitic diamond formation has been suggested to represent the deep and early component of the refertilization and re-oxidation of the lithosphere required for successful kimberlite eruption (Aulbach et al. 2018; Shirey et al. 2019). So far, all known lherzolitic diamonds formed during the Proterozoic, though additional dating studies may extend this age range.

Diamonds from the Venetia mine in the Limpopo belt (between the Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe cratons) have a range of ages from Neoarchean to Neoproterozoic. A Sm–Nd isochron array from pooled inclusions yielded a 2.30 ± 0.04 Ga age (Richardson et al. 2009). Isochrons constructed from individual inclusions from different diamonds gave 2.95 ± 0.07 and 1.15 ± 0.11 Ga (Koornneef et al. 2017) (Fig. 16). Richardson et al. (2009) interpreted the 2.3 Ga isochron age as mixing between 2 Ga Bushveld basaltic magmatism with older (>3 Ga) harzburgite. Similarly, diamond formation at 2.95 and 1.15 Ga were also ascribed to metasomatism in the continental lithospheric mantle, where Archean diamonds formed in association with rifting in the southern Zimbabwe craton, and Proterozoic diamonds formed during magmatism associated with the Umkondo large igneous province (Koornneef et al. 2017).

Udachnaya (Siberia), Cullinan (Kaapvaal), Ellendale (Kimberley) and Victor (Superior) all have Proterozoic lherzolitic diamonds. Ages for Udachnaya (2.01 ± 0.6 Ga; Richardson and Harris 1997) and Cullinan (1.93 ± 0.04 Ga; Richardson et al. 1993) diamonds were determined from composite silicates, and may represent an average diamond age. In the latter case, however, there is a strong association with Bushveld magmatism at 2.05 Ga (Richardson et al. 1993; Shirey et al. 2002; Richardson and Shirey 2008). Regardless, these localities show that peridotitic diamond formation is not restricted to Archean depleted harzburgite, but that re-enriched lherzolite is also an important economic diamond host, challenging existing paradigms (Stachel et al. 2018b). A Re–Os sulfide isochron shows that Ellendale lherzolitic diamonds formed at 1.43 ± 0.03 Ga, within Archean lithospheric mantle (Smit et al. 2010), however influx of carbon-bearing fluids and/or melts has not yet been correlated with known tectonic or magmatic events in the Kimberley continental lithosphere. The Victor lherzolitic diamonds formed at 719 ± 49 Ma (Aulbach et al. 2018), during rifting and breakup of the Rodinia supercontinent which promoted mobilization of fluids/melts into the Superior continental lithosphere. Trace elements in the Victor diamonds suggest a melt-like character to the diamond-forming fluid (Krebs et al. 2019). The one Koffiefontein diamond that formed at 69 ± 30 Ma in association with proto-kimberlite magmatism is also likely to be lherzolitic (Pearson et al. 1998b).
The Klipspringer diamonds (South Africa) are also a good example of diamond formation due to metasomatic reworking of the continental lithospheric mantle, although they are not lherzolitic. Here, eclogitic diamonds formed at 2.55 ± 0.15 Ga, likely due to partial melting of eclogite in response to Venterdorp magmatism and heating at 2.7 Ga (Westerlund et al. 2004).

**Sublithospheric diamond ages**

Despite the extensive dating studies of mineral inclusions in lithospheric diamonds, the dating of sublithospheric diamonds is still in its infancy because mineral inclusions with sufficient Sm, Nd, U, Pb, Re, and Os are extremely rare and often small in size. Extant studies are limited as only four Re–Os and Sm–Nd model ages and two U–Pb ages have been obtained. However, as might be expected from geodynamic considerations, ages on sublithospheric diamonds display none of the Archean ages so prevalent in the lithospheric diamond populations—they are all Mesoproterozoic or younger.

A complication is that while lithospheric diamonds have inclusions that can be clearly defined by compositional similarity to major mantle minerals of peridotitic, websteritic, and eclogitic parageneses (Stachel et al. 2022a, this volume), sublithospheric diamonds do not (Walter et al. 2022, this volume). Ultrahigh PT phases such as Ca-silicate perovskite, majorite, bridgmanite, breyite, and ferropericlase-magnesiowustite are stable in the deeper mantle below the continental lithospheric mantle. These phases often revert to lower-pressure assemblages, display intermediate compositions between expected endmembers (e.g., Thomson et al. 2016), and have non-stochiometric solid solutions. Thus, while some inclusions can show a loose affinity to peridotitic or eclogitic precursors, other inclusions cannot be easily classified into the same simple parageneses as lithospheric diamonds (Stachel et al. 2022a, this volume). Sublithospheric phases that are suitable for U–Pb or Sm–Nd dating include breyite (Ca$_3$Si$_3$O$_9$ in walstromite structure), CaTiO$_3$, and majoritic garnet. Rare sulfides (Hutchison 1997; Hayman et al. 2005; Kaminsky et al. 2009; Smit and Shirey, unpublished; Bulanova et al. 2010) are also suitable for Re–Os dating. Ferropericlase is not datable with commonly-used radioactive decay systems.

The isotopic dataset for sublithospheric inclusions is currently biased by: 1) the type of inclusions, and 2) the location of the studied inclusions. Sampling biases aside, there is an increasing amount of evidence that the majority of recovered sublithospheric diamonds are associated with subducted material (Shirey et al. 2021; Walter et al. 2022, this volume). This is based on the carbon isotopic compositions of the diamonds themselves and abundant evidence from inclusions, such as mineral assemblage bulk compositions that have slab associations, trace element abundances, Sr, Pb and O isotopic compositions (e.g., Stachel et al. 2005; Pearson et al. 2007; Walter et al. 2008, 2011; Shirey et al. 2013, 2019; Ickert et al. 2015; Burnham et al. 2015; Thomson et al. 2016; Timmerman et al. 2019d).

While no bona fide single crystals of lower mantle minerals have been recovered, retrograde assemblages interpreted as lower mantle equivalents coming from both the crust and the mantle portion of the slab do exist (Harte et al. 1999; Stachel et al. 2000; Walter et al. 2011; Smith et al. 2018). There has been only one attempt at dating of inclusions from Letseng (Lesotho—Smith et al. 2017, 2021), and all the other dated inclusions are from the Juina area in Brazil, where the younger diamond ages may be associated with Mesoproterozoic to Phanerozoic subduction. Dating sublithospheric inclusions from other locations, such as Kankan, Monastery, Williamson, Jagersfontein, and DO27, is needed to determine if ‘young’ sublithospheric diamond formation is a global phenomenon. Although the lack of older (>3 Ga) sublithospheric diamonds can easily be explained by the current limited dataset, potential geological reasons for the difference between sublithospheric and lithospheric diamond ages are discussed in the section below.
Currently, the most precise age for a sublithospheric inclusion in diamond is a 101 ± 7 Ma U–Pb age from a breyite / CaTiO$_3$-perovskite in the outer portion of a Collier-4 diamond (Bulanova et al. 2010). Although no matrix-matched standards were used during the SIMS analyses, the age of 101 ± 7 Ma seems accurate as it is close to the age of kimberlite eruption. Subsequent analysis on an eclogitic sulfide in the interior of this same Collier-4 diamond by Smit and Shirey (unpublished data) yielded a Neoproterozoic (650 ± 150 Ma) depleted mantle model age. This core–rim age difference leads to contrasting interpretations: either this is a Neoproterozoic diamond in which the U–Pb system in breyite remained open until kimberlite eruption or it is a Cretaceous diamond that incorporated a Neoproterozoic sulfide in the deep convecting mantle in which it grew. The former scenario is roughly consistent with Re–Os data (Hutchison et al. 2012) on a sulfide inclusion in an alluvial diamond also recovered from the Juina area. This eclogitic (based on Re, Os, and Ni content) sulfide produced a Re–Os mantle model age of ~1271 Ma. These two Proterozoic ages are significantly older than the kimberlitic magmatism in the Juina area (94–79 Ma; Davis 1977; Heaman et al. 1998; Kaminsky et al. 2010).

Uranium–Pb ratios from ICP-MS analyses in combination with Pb isotopic compositions give another young age estimate for a Collier-4 sublithospheric diamond (Timmerman et al. 2019d). Using a Stacey and Kramers (1975) Pb growth curve yields an average age of 42 Ma with a maximum of 162 Ma. Using a high common 207Pb/206Pb value of 1.17, as common Pb correction, results in a maximum U–Pb age of 660 Ma. While the diamond does contain substantial common Pb, these data provide further evidence for ‘young’ sublithospheric diamond formation.

Another age estimate for sublithospheric diamonds that is younger than those from the continental lithospheric mantle comes from the pooled analysis of Sr and Nd isotopic compositions of around 40 majoritic garnet inclusions from Sao Luiz, Brazil (Harte and Richardson 2012). Two groups of pooled inclusions have Sr and Nd isotopic compositions that fall on the oceanic mantle Sr–Nd array between depleted MORB and enriched OIB endmembers. These isotopic compositions clearly retain younger oceanic mantle isotopic signatures—not those of the ancient continental lithospheric mantle. From these isotopic compositions, Harte and Richardson (2012) suggest diamond formation in subducted oceanic crust of Mesozoic age.

Sublithospheric diamonds that retain distinctive metallic inclusions—known as CLIPPIR diamonds (Smith et al. 2016)—present a yet unknown age story, since we only have one age determination to rely on so far (Smith et al. 2017, 2021). CLIPPIR diamonds have been consistently recovered from the Cullinan, Karowe and Letseng mines in southern Africa, where kimberlite eruption occurred at 1153 Ma, 93 Ma and 90 Ma, respectively. Thus, purely from their known occurrences, CLIPPIR diamonds show that diamond formation has been occurring in metallic domains of the sub-lithosphere/asthenosphere since at least the Mesoproterozoic (Smith et al. 2016). The sulfide portion of two metallic inclusions in a Letseng CLIPPIR diamond yielded an unradiogenic $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os isotope composition of 0.111 that is equivalent to a circa 2.5 Ga old model age. While it is tempting to conclude that this diamond is Archean, Fe isotopic analyses on the metallic iron show that it is derived from the magnetite–awaruite assemblages created by low-temperature serpentinization of ocean-floor peridotite. As the current oceanic lithosphere contains common Proterozoic to even Neoarchean Os isotope signatures that result from prior depletion (e.g., Liu et al. 2008; Harvey et al. 2006; Scott et al. 2019) this old age is interpreted as inherited from the oceanic lithosphere (Smith et al. 2016, 2021).

**Diamond ages and implications for recycling of volatiles into the mantle**

As detailed above, diamond ages have placed important time constraints on the recycling of fluid mobile compounds and elements such as water, carbon, nitrogen, boron, and sulfur into the continental lithospheric mantle especially in relation to the geologic evolution of the continents. For sublithospheric diamonds, the lack of measured ages makes time constraints
on recycling somewhat speculative. But as there is no other way to trace the recycling of these volatiles far back in geologic time without the framework provided by diamond ages, some basic observations can be made.

For lithospheric diamonds, the comparison of their ages to the crustal rock geochronologic record provides evidence of a major change in the style of mantle geodynamics to produce differentiated, stable crust and attendant mantle keel from a vertical mode (e.g., Van Kranendonk 2010; Sizova et al. 2015; Fischer and Gerya 2016; Bédard 2020) to a horizontal mode (e.g., Jordan 1978; Shirey and Richardson 2011; Scott et al. 2019). The vertical mode encompasses mantle plume upwelling, thickening of the lithospheric mantle by underplating, vertical crustal tectonics, and internal (autochthonous) igneous crustal differentiation whereas the horizontal mode encompasses lateral oceanic lithosphere accretion, horizontal crustal tectonics, advective thickening, and external (allochthonous) igneous crustal differentiation. Looking at all cratons, examples of both modes exist from the Eoarchean to the Mesoarchean (e.g., Van Kranendonk et al. 2007, 2015; Reimink et al. 2019; Bauer et al. 2020; O’Neill et al. 2020). But since the latter mode looks more like modern plate tectonics, these essential questions are currently being vigorously debated: a) whether subduction/horizontal geodynamics became dominant in this time period (e.g., Stern 2018; Brown et al. 2020), b) if so when in this billion-year interval it became dominant (e.g., Van Kranendonk et al. 2007; Bauer et al. 2019; Capitanio et al. 2019; Bauer et al. 2020), and c) did it look like modern plate tectonics?

Using seismicity and specifically seismic tomography to image subduction (Wadati-Benioff) zones into the mantle transition zone and occasionally into the upper part of the lower mantle (e.g., Li et al. 2008), we can relate this style of plate subduction to modern plate tectonics and to the formation of the wide variety of sublithospheric diamonds (Shirey et al. 2021). Thus good, extensive sublithospheric diamond ages would provide one very important constraint on the onset of modern plate tectonics on Earth. As the 1153 Ma Premier kimberlite (Wu et al. 2013) contains CLIPPIR diamonds where metallic inclusions have heavy Fe isotopic compositions linked to serpentinite (Smith et al. 2021), we know that modern-style plate subduction extends at least to the Mesoproterozoic.

Most diamondiferous kimberlites are Mesozoic to Cenozoic, and though some are Paleozoic to even Proterozoic, it is highly unlikely that very old diamondiferous kimberlites are yet to be discovered. Only when we have a significant dataset of sublithospheric diamond ages, whose average age proves to be Eoarchean to Paleoproterozoic will we be able to confidently extend deep slab subduction back this far. This circumstance rests entirely on the ability of sublithospheric diamonds to survive for more than 2 billion years in the mobile, convecting mantle and to fortuitously find their way to being sampled by erupting kimberlitic magma. These prospects seem geologically unlikely. More likely is the expectation that sublithospheric diamonds are geologically much younger than most lithospheric diamonds and that they and the kimberlites that bring them to the surface are both products of modern-style deep plate tectonics.

**HOW FAR HAVE WE COME AND WHERE SHOULD WE GO?**

The last review on diamond dating with radiogenic isotopes by Pearson and Shirey (1999) outlined six main future directions for isotopic dating of diamonds. Below we briefly outline how far these suggestions have been met, along with some recommendations for future work.

1) **Relationship between silicate and sulfide ages**

A major analytical development since the last review is the ability to measure the low Rb–Sr and Sm–Nd content in single silicate inclusions (Timmerman et al. 2017). This development makes it possible to investigate the ages of a wider range of inclusion-bearing diamonds rather than the biased sample set of sulfide-bearing diamonds. Recently,
Gress et al. (2021b) showed that silicate (853 ± 55 Ma) and sulfide (786 ± 250 Ma) isochron ages from a single Letlhakane diamond agree within uncertainty. Further work from worldwide localities is needed to establish whether silicate and sulfide diamond formation always occurs contemporaneously, but unfortunately not all diamond suites contain both sets of inclusions. However, these results clearly validate the approach of using isochrons defined by mineral inclusions to date diamond formation.

2) Isotopic dating of diamonds and their host rock

Given that most diamonds are products of metasomatic fluids, ongoing evaluation of any age differences between the host rock and the diamonds is required. While diamond-dating research has strengthened the idea that diamonds form much younger than their host rocks, some studies have shown that older components from the host rock are likely included into the diamond fluid (e.g., Smit et al. 2016, 2019b; Aulbach et al. 2018). However there has not yet been a benchmark study of the age of diamonds and host minerals in the same mantle xenolith. Such a study requires an exceptional specimen: containing diamonds with sufficient inclusions to date, and with host rock minerals that are sufficiently pristine to yield geochronological information.

3) Ability of the diamond-forming event to affect different isotopic systems

A key issue remaining in diamond geochronology at the turn of the millennium was whether it was possible that diamond-formation ages could be reflected by protogenetic inclusions, allied with the question of how common protogenetic inclusions were. This concept has been addressed by isotopic studies (e.g., Westerlund et al. 2004; Smit et al. 2016, 2019b; Aulbach et al. 2018), crystallographic studies and Nd diffusion calculations (Nestola et al. 2019) and by Os diffusion calculations (Pamato et al. 2021). Crystallographic studies (Nestola et al. 2017) showed that the lattice orientations of many silicate inclusions were not parallel to the orientation of the diamond, raising the prospect that many inclusions, especially silicates, could be protogenetic. New modeling of diffusion and careful consideration of parent–daughter element isotope fractionation (e.g., Pamato et al. 2021) make convincing arguments that in most cases, the diamond formation event is sufficient to re-set isotope systematics in protogenetic inclusions. While the re-setting is not, in most cases, extensive enough to yield isochrons that pass rigorous statistical thresholds, it is sufficient for the arrays defined on isochron constructs to reflect the timing of diamond formation, for both Sm–Nd and Re–Os systems. More work is required to understand why the Rb–Sr system is generally not amenable to yielding isochron ages. In addition, the powerful $^{176}$Lu–$^{176}$Hf decay system has been under-exploited for constraining diamond formation ages. Increased instrumental sensitivity ought to lead to the exploitation of this decay system to date diamond formation as the parent–daughter element fractionations it displays in garnets are often significantly larger than the Sm–Nd system (e.g., Baxter and Scherer 2013).

4) Experiments on Ar release from inclusions, meaning of Ar ages, and comparison of Ar ages with other isotopic systems such as U–Th/He

Work by Phillips and Harris (2008; 2009) and others has demonstrated that argon contained in inclusions within diamonds is mobile under mantle temperature and pressure conditions and diffuses to the diamond/inclusion interface and/or inclusion defect sites over time. Definitive measurements of argon diffusivity parameters in inclusion minerals such as Cr-diopside and pyrope garnet remain outstanding, and therefore the argon closure temperature for these minerals is unknown. The consequence of argon mobility is that diamond formation ages are only attainable by analyzing totally encapsulated inclusions, either by laser drilling/fusion analyses or furnace step-heating/fusion analysis. Extraction or exposure of the inclusions results in partial or complete loss of pre-emplacement radiogenic argon. However, this behavior can be exploited to constrain the provenance of detrital diamonds (e.g., Phillips et al. 2018).
Improvement in trace element measurements recently resulted in U–Th/He isochron and model ages for fibrous diamonds (Timmerman et al. 2019c; Weiss et al. 2021). Based in part on their nitrogen-aggregation characteristics, these fluid-rich diamonds were previously assumed to form in association with proto-kimberlitic fluids/melts. These new U–Th/He ages have shown that this is not always the case, with fibrous diamonds forming up to several 100 m.y. (Timmerman et al. 2019c; Weiss et al. 2021) and possibly 1000 m.y. (2.5 Ga; Weiss et al. 2021) prior to kimberlite eruption. Future studies using U–Th/He isotopes may yield a much wider range of formation ages for fibrous diamonds and allow for improved understanding of any association of diamond-forming fluids with (proto-) kimberlitic melts in the lithosphere. Similarly, by the time of the next diamond-dating review, U–Th/He dating may have allowed us to demonstrate the variable formation ages of fibrous vs. monocrystalline diamonds.

5) Future diamond inclusion dating studies need to be combined with detailed CL and FTIR studies of the diamonds prior to destruction

This recommendation has now become routine procedure for diamond dating studies since it is essential to understand the relationship between inclusions and growth zones in each diamond. Similar to completed studies (Wiggers de Vries et al. 2013; Timmerman et al. 2017, 2019a; Smit et al. 2016, 2019a; Gress et al. 2021a,b; Howell et al. 2020), future studies should continue to combine age dating of inclusions with an attempt to determine the composition of the diamond-forming fluid to obtain a complete picture of diamond composition through time. This can be achieved through redox modelling of the diamond parental fluid (core-to-rim $\delta^{13}$C–N content profiles), trace element analyses of the diamond, as well as Raman and/or TEM identification of trapped fluid inclusions.

6) Global studies of diamond ages to determine whether diamond formation can be linked to specific tectonic events and processes

The advent of both single sulfide Re–Os dating (Pearson et al. 1998b) and single silicate Nd isotope dating (Timmerman et al. 2017) has led to step-wise increases in the number of diamond dating studies; allowing for meaningful reviews of global data, both in Howell et al. (2020) and this review. There are now numerous examples where diamond formation is linked to plate tectonic processes like subduction, collision and rifting.

The antiquity of diamonds and their formation in the continental lithospheric mantle has been established since the first diamond-dating study (Richardson et al. 1984). However, more robust constraints on the age of cool, deep lithospheric keels capable of hosting diamonds—as opposed to young, hot early cratonic nuclei—can be made if sufficient diamonds with suitable inclusions are found from Archean sediments (e.g., Timmerman et al. 2020). A focus of on-going studies is also on locations where continental lithospheric mantle is much younger—such as the predominantly Proterozoic Sask craton (Czas et al. 2020)—to further explore the apparent pulses of Proterozoic peridotitic diamond growth.

From a global perspective, there are currently no diamond ages available from the known deposits in the North Atlantic craton, the Wyoming craton, the Kola-Karelian cratons in the Baltic shield, or the cratons of India and China. Although diamonds from the Juina region are the focus of sublithospheric diamond dating, diamonds from other deposits in Brazil, and other areas in South America (São Francisco craton and Guyana shield) still need diamond-dating studies. These are obvious gaps in the database.

Lastly, new on-going studies are also focusing on establishing the age of sublithospheric diamonds to add geochronological data to the plethora of new information coming from studies of the transition zone and lower mantle (Shirey et al. 2021; Walter et al. 2022, this volume). There is much to look forward to in the next few years of diamond dating!
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